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Abstract
Mobile robots are increasingly being used in automation solutions with notable
examples in service robots, such as home-care, and warehouses. Autonomy
of mobile robots is particularly challenging, since their work space is not
deterministic, known a priori, or fully predictable. Accordingly, the ability to
model the work space, that is robotic mapping, is among the core technologies
that are the backbone of autonomous mobile robots. However, for some
applications the abilities of mapping and localization do not meet all the
requirements, and robots with an enhanced awareness of their surroundings are
desired. For instance, a map augmented with semantic labels is instrumental to
support Human-Robot Interaction and high-level task planning and reasoning.
This thesis addresses this requirement through an interpretation and
integration of multiple input maps into a semantically annotated heterogeneous
representation. The heterogeneity of the representation should to contain
diﬀerent interpretations of an input map, establish and maintain associations
among diﬀerent input sources, and construct a hierarchy of abstraction
through model-based representation. The structuring and construction of
this representation are at the core of this thesis, and the main objectives
are: a) modeling, interpretation, semantic annotation, and association of the
diﬀerent data sources into a heterogeneous representation, and b) improving
the autonomy of the aforementioned processes by curtailing the dependency
of the methods on human input, such as domain knowledge.
This work proposes map interpretation techniques, such as abstract
representation through modeling and semantic annotation, in an attempt to
enrich the ﬁnal representation. In order to associate multiple data sources,
this work also proposes a map alignment method. The contributions and
general observations that result from the studies included in this work could
be summarized as: i) manner of structuring the heterogeneous representation,
ii) underlining the advantages of modeling and abstract representations,
iii) several approaches to semantic annotation, and iv) improved extensibility
of methods by lessening their dependency on human input. The scope of the
work has been focused on 2D maps of well-structured indoor environments,
such as warehouses, home, and oﬃce buildings.
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Introduction
The context of this thesis is the development of an autonomous surveying
system1 for a seamless deployment of automation solutions based on mobile
robots in new environments (cf. Figure 1.1). To that end, this dissertation
and appended papers contribute to the perception capabilities of autonomous
mobile robots2 . Accordingly, the goal of this work has been to contribute to
the development of methods and techniques towards
an autonomous interpretation and integration of multiple input maps
into an enriched heterogeneous representation.
Map interpretation techniques presented in the appended papers, such as
abstraction through model-based representation and semantic annotation,
attempt to enrich the ﬁnal representation by means of extracting as
much information as possible from the input maps, and enabling a
variety of interpretations. Methods such as map alignment are proposed
for the integration of multiple data sources into a uniﬁed heterogeneous
representation. The approach of this work to improving the autonomy of
perception is demonstrated through the progress of the methods across
diﬀerent papers, where their dependency on domain knowledge, prior
assumptions, human inputs, or training data sets are increasingly minimized.

1 In the context of this work, “autonomy” concerns the act of perception, and not
intelligent behavior, of the robots. This distinction will be clarified with further discussion
and examples throughout this thesis.
2 This doctoral dissertation builds onto the author’s licentiate thesis [Gholami Shahbandi,
2016]. The licentiate dissertation is based on Paper I, Paper II, and Paper III, and
focuses mostly on semantic maps and their benefits to the “awareness” and “intelligence”
of autonomous agents. Nevertheless, this thesis is written to be independent of the licentiate
dissertation and any reference is a pointer to detailed discussions on some specific topics
(i.e. semantic maps, awareness and intelligence). Those arguments are not central to this
thesis, and no argument relevant to the topic of this thesis will be omitted or delegated to
the licentiate dissertation.
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1.1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Motivation and Problem Statement

Mobile robots are increasingly being used in automation solutions with
notable examples in service robots for home-care, and warehouse automation3 .
Many core technologies in robotics, such as Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM), and related ﬁelds such as computer vision, have
advanced suﬃciently that open implementations of them are now readily
available. These technologies are crucial to the autonomy of robots in their
operating environments, and have enabled many automation solutions based
on mobile robots, such as robotic vacuum cleaners, robotic lawn mowers, and
Auto-Guided Vehicles (forklift AGVs) in warehouses.
Some applications, however, require robots with an enhanced “awareness”
of their surroundings. For instance, a map augmented with semantic labels
is instrumental to support Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) and high-level
task planning and reasoning. Construction of a knowledge base by integrating
multiple input maps and their interpretations into an enriched heterogeneous
representation is one way to meet this requirement. The construct that
ensues has the potential to make information available in a variety of
interpretations from each and all inputs. The beneﬁts of such an enriched
representation can be put in plain words as: the better a robot understands
and perceives the world, the more aware it becomes of the affairs and situations
in its surrounding, and consequently it can behave more intelligently. Where
the “better understanding” means that entities in the maps are identiﬁed
and semantically labeled, the “more aware” reﬂects those semantic labels
in the robot’s conceptual (semantic) description of its external world, and
the “more intelligent behavior” means that a high-level task planning or a
human-friendly communication can beneﬁt from an improved reasoning based
on the aforementioned conceptual descriptions. This enriched representation
and its construction are the core concerns of this dissertation.
Assumptions The heterogeneous representation that is the objective of
this work and its associated notions are independent of the environment
type. All the methods in this work assume that the environments of interest
are well-structured and the maps are 2D. The possibility of extending this
concept to unstructured environments or 3D maps needs further investigation,
including the development of appropriate interpretation methods and data sets
for veriﬁcation. Furthermore, many core technologies that this work relies on
are assumed to be readily available, such as SLAM, autonomous navigation,
and motion planning.

3 All warehouse data (blueprints, images, range data, and resulting maps) presented in
this thesis and appended papers are provided by Dr. Björn Åstrand.

1.1. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
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(a) blueprint of a warehouse
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(b) interpretation of a landmark map
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(c) interpretation of an occupancy grid map

Figure 1.1: Examples of maps and information to be acquired by a surveying
system. The surveying system should deliver a representation to replace the
functionality of a blueprint, from metric information to semantic labels.
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1.2

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is twofold: a) interpretation and integration
of the diﬀerent data sources into a uniﬁed heterogeneous representation, and
b) improving the autonomy of the interpretation and modeling processes. Here
the desired features of this representation and their contributions to the ﬁnal
representation are reviewed (cf. ﬁgures 1.2 and 1.3).
Semantic Map Semantic annotation is the process of providing conceptual
labels to instances of identiﬁed patterns in the sensory map. In general,
as stated earlier, semantics is an important ingredient for enabling robots
with more intelligent behaviors. One beneﬁt of semantics is to provide
a link between a robot’s internal representation and human-deﬁned and
comprehensible labels, which is particularly important for those robots sharing
their work-space with humans.
Hierarchical Map Hierarchy of a representation is an abstraction along
“levels of information” [Gholami Shahbandi, 2016], from sensory data to
semantic labels, through layers of abstract models that structure and facilitate
access to salient information in the sensory maps (cf. Figure 1.2a). The abstract
models provide a representation that is invariant to the individual details of
instances in the sensory data, while maintaining a link between the semantics
and concrete sensory patterns.
Hybrid Map Geometry and topology of the maps are two valuable aspects
of spatial information, which have been used to meet many objectives such
as map interpretation (e.g. semantic annotation), data association (e.g. map
alignment), and decision making (e.g. path planning). Figure 1.2b presents
this hybrid characteristic as diﬀerent types of abstract models.
Multi-Modal Map Each diﬀerent input has valuable information that is
best reachable through its particular modality. For example, occupancy and
metric information are best accessible from range scanners, visual information
from cameras, and prior knowledge from blueprints. A heterogeneous
representation is desired to enable access to information across diﬀerent
modalities, which can be achieved by aligning diﬀerent maps (cf. Figure 1.2c).
Autonomy of the Methods Lowering the initial installation cost and eﬀort
of deploying an automation system in a new environment, can be achieved
through an autonomous surveying system. On the other hand, autonomy by
less dependency on assumptions and domain knowledge improves adaptability
of the methods with respect to the change of application and environment type
(e.g. from warehouses, to oﬃce building and homes).
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of diﬀerent objectives of this thesis. The chains in
Figures 1.2a and 1.2b represent correspondence between the sensory patterns,
model instances, and their semantic labels. The transformations i Tj in
Figure 1.2c represent transformation functions that align M api to M apj .
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Figure 1.3: Structured heterogeneous semantic map.

1.3

Research Questions

A discussion on the value of semantics and map interpretation in “heightening
the awareness” of an autonomous agent is provided in [Gholami Shahbandi,
2016]. This thesis is focused on the design and construction of the uniﬁed
heterogeneous representation that satisfy the objectives stated in section 1.2.
Accordingly a set of research questions are presented here, the answers to
which outline solutions for achieving those objectives.
Interpretation what is the most valuable information in a map, and
how to obtain it? This question has been the core of [Gholami Shahbandi,
2016], the answer to which was given in the form of “interpretation and
semantic annotation through abstraction”, complemented in this thesis by the
heterogeneous map representation.
Architecture how to structure the heterogeneous representation so
that it maintains all desired features (hybrid, hierarchical, multi-modal and
semantics) with easy access to all features? The integration of the structure,
as illustrated in Figure 1.3, could be thought of in two directions: vertically
from sensory data to semantics, and horizontally among diﬀerent maps.
Integration how to establish a data associatio across the hybrid,
hierarchical, multi-modal and semantic aspects of the representation?
Hierarchy provides a vertically connected interpretation (from sensory
to semantics), and topological and geometric interpretation are inheretly
associated with the sensory data. Therefore, the question integration in this
work is narrowed to the alignment of diﬀerent sources (i.e. map alignment).
Autonomy how can the process of interpretation and integration of
multiple source be least dependent on the context of application and user
intervention? The approach of this work towards autonomy is to minimize
dependencies of the process on prior assumptions, domain knowledge, training
data sets, and human input.
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landmark map of pillars

parametric Hough space

length of signal

Fourier analysis
of 1D projection

landmark map represented with geometric-semantic models

Figure 1.4: Paper I proposed a semantically characterized geometric model and
a corresponding method to capture and represent the structure of a warehouse
from pillar maps.

1.4

Overview and Contributions

The focus and contributions of the appended papers are highlighted in in this
section.
Highlights of Paper I
[Gholami Shahbandi and Åstrand, 2014] This
work investigates a solution for modeling the infrastructure of a structured
environment (warehouses) represented by a landmark map, built based
on images from a ﬁsh-eye camera and a Kalman-ﬁlter-based bearing-only
mapping technique (cf. Figure 1.4). The contribution of this work is a
geometric-semantic model for capturing and representing the infrastructural
elements of the landmark map (i.e. pillars and corridor walls), accompanied
with methods to instantiate the map with this model. In particular:
• A geometric model, characterized by the semantics of the context
application, is introduced to reﬂect the structural pattern of warehouses.
• An algorithm is proposed for detecting and representing warehouse
pillars with the aforementioned model. To this end, a parametric Hough
transform integrated with a clustering algorithm, and Fourier analysis of
a 1D projection of the landmarks are introduced.
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dominant
directions

adaptive grid lines

semantic annotation with templates

Figure 1.5: Paper II proposes a decomposition method and representation,
along with a template-based semantic annotation technique.
Highlights of Paper II
[Gholami Shahbandi et al., 2014] This work
proposes a decomposition-based approach for abstract representation of
occupancy grid maps (OGM) (cf. Figure 1.5). A particular challenge that
this work addresses is the discrepancy between the importance of orientation
information and the absence of corresponding clean long lines in the range data
that can be obtained via laser scanners in warehouses. The methods in this
work assume that the environment has a predeﬁned number of predominant
directions, and the spatial measures (e.g. metric size and angles) of the
semantic patterns are approximately known. Contributions of this paper can
be summarized as:
• Dominant direction detection and weighted radiography are used for
detection of what is loosely deﬁned as “line”.
• A 2D partitioning model, namely the arrangement, is employed
for representing the structural decomposition of the maps. A dual
geometric-topological (hybrid) interpretation is derived from the
arrangement model. “Face disparity” and “edge occupancy” are used to
this end, both are based directly on the occupancy values of the OGM.
• Semantic annotation is performed by graph matching against the
decomposition model, based on predeﬁned templates.
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pallet cell
junction
corridor

Occupancy Map

storage access
connected

semantic labels
Decomposition

Place Categorization

Semantic Map

Figure 1.6: Paper III proposes a semi-supervised semantic annotation approach
in order to improve the autonomy of the semantic mapping process.
Highlights of Paper III
[Gholami Shahbandi et al., 2015] The
construction of a semantic map without requiring training data or templates
is the main focus of this work (cf. Figure 1.6). The approach of this work
is to represent the map by means of decomposition, and to autonomously
distinguish diﬀerent categories of places by clustering open cells of the OGM
according to a set of features descriptors for range scans [Mozos, 2008]. Human
deﬁned semantics are introduced at a high level, as semantic annotation of the
place categories. This allows the method to be independent of the speciﬁc
semantics of the target environment, which in turns improves the autonomy
of the interpretation process. Contributions of this paper can be summarized
as:
• A semi-supervised place categorization method for semantic mapping is
proposed, which does not require training data or predeﬁned descriptors
for semantic categories.
• In order to locally decompose maps in environments with multiple
independent areas (e.g. sections of a warehouse), homogeneous regions
of the maps are separated via Gabor decomposition.
• The assumption on the number of dominant direction in the
decomposition process from Paper II is removed.
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2D interpretation

ﬁnd 2D alignment (Similarity Transform)

,

,...

select a winner from
a set of hypotheses

Figure 1.7: Paper IV introduces a 2D map alignment method for maps of
diﬀerent types.
Highlights of Paper IV [Gholami Shahbandi and Magnusson, 2017] This
paper addresses 2D map alignment where the maps share no frame of reference,
overlap only partially, and come from diﬀerent sources (cf. Figure 1.7). The
objective is to ﬁnd the optimal transformation under which the distances
between corresponding elements in the maps are minimized. This work in
particular aims to address the challenges of representation discrepancy (e.g.
blueprint vs. sensor map), scale mismatch (e.g. due to diﬀerent modalities),
and repeating patterns leading to the problem of local minima in the alignment
objective function. Contributions of this paper can be summarizes as:
• An algorithm for map alignment is proposed that does not rely on the
availability of an initial guess, or representation similarity between maps.
The alignment solution is based on a similarity transformation model
(uniform-scaling in addition to the Euclidean model).
• A distance-based component is embedded in the abstract modeling
process in order to prune the decomposition closer to a region
segmentation.
• This method is evaluated over a collection of forty maps from four
diﬀerent environments, which is made publicly available.
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2D interpretation
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optimize alignment with non-rigid transformation
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opt
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nt

transfer prior knowledge to senser map

living room

bed room

kitchen

home office

bath room

region segmentation and semantic annotation

Figure 1.8: Paper V proposes a non-rigid optimization method for improving
the quality of the map alignment from Paper IV. It also demonstrates an
example of transferring knowledge from prior map to sensory map.
Highlights of Paper V [Gholami Shahbandi et al., 2018] The focus of
this work is the exact alignment of robot maps and blueprint of the same
environment. The diﬀerent types and sizes of maps and their partial coverage
are among the most important challenges in autonomous alignment of sensor
and layout maps. Further challenges arise when the robot map is erroneous
and not globally consistent (i.e. deformed). In such cases, it is desired to use
the global consistency of the blueprint to rectify deformation of the robot map,
and therefore the solution must support a non-rigid transformation model (cf.
Figure 1.8). A simple-and-fast-to-compute ﬁtness function is employed for the
optimization, which is shown to strongly correlate with the quality of the
alignment. Finally, we show an example of using the optimized alignment
for transferring prior knowledge from the blueprint to the sensor map.
Contributions of this paper can be summarized as:
• In order to simultaneously ﬁne-tune the alignment and correct sensor
map deformation, a method is proposed for the optimization of an
alignment with a non-linear transformation.
• A simple and reliable measure of alignment quality is employed.
• A novel strategy for improving the consistency of region segmentation of
partial maps is introduced, that relies on aligning the partial maps with
a prior map and transferring such information.
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Outline of this Thesis

The outline of this thesis has been presented in the ﬁrst chapter, which provides
a binding vision across the contents and contributions of the appended papers.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the related work, covering three topics:
i) heterogeneous map representation, ii) place interpretation of 2D maps, and
iii) map alignment. A summary of appended papers is presented in Chapter 3.
The thesis concludes with a discussion of the advantages and limitations of
the methods in Chapter 4, along with a glance into the outlook of this thesis
and how its contributions can be extended.

Related Work
In this chapter we provide an overview of the related work to this thesis.
The related work is grouped into separate categories based on the objectives,
underlying research questions and problem formulations. The overarching
categories, each covered in a separate section, are: 2.1) Heterogeneous
Representations, which concern multiple sources of information to be
integrated into a single representation, 2.2) Place Interpretation of 2D Maps,
covers procedures such as semantic mapping and region segmentation, and
2.3) Map Alignment, where the objective is to ﬁnd an association between
diﬀerent maps of the same environment. Where there are discrepancies in
the terminology of similar concepts, such as hierarchical vs. multi-layer,
heterogeneous vs. multi-modal, and place labeling vs. semantic mapping, the
terms are explained and the one most relevant to this thesis is adopted.

2.1

Heterogeneous Representations

Integration of heterogeneous information is an essential feature of an enriched
representation. This thesis is concerned with three aspects of heterogeneity,
namely hybrid, hierarchical, and multi-modal. In the context of this thesis,
multi-modality refers to the heterogeneity of the sources of information. A
hierarchical map, sometimes referred to as a multi-layer map, is an integration
of multiple layers of representation that are associated with each other
and conceptually stacked on top of one another. While sometimes diﬀerent
modalities are regarded as layers in a hierarchical map, it is important to make
the distinction that layers of a hierarchical map do not have to originate from
diﬀerent sources. The main diﬀerence between multi-modality and hierarchy,
in the context of this thesis, is that hierarchy is concerned with the association
and structuring of diﬀerent layers of representation, and multi-modality focuses
on the diﬀerent sources of information. A hybrid map indicates incorporation
of both geometric and topological information. Hybrid map has been used to
refer to other forms of heterogeneity, such as multi-modality. Nevertheless, we
13
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adhere to the above-mentioned deﬁnition of these terms in the rest of this
chapter and thesis.
Hybrid Maps Geometric maps are often the preferred choice in mobile
robot mapping. They provide metric information, which is useful in
applications such as motion planning. Examples of geometric maps are
occupancy maps [Elfes, 1989], landmark maps [Klein and Murray, 2007],
Quadtrees [Finkel and Bentley, 1974, Kraetzschmar et al., 2004], Normal
Distribution Transform (NDT) [Saarinen et al., 2013], and line maps [Pﬁster
et al., 2003, Garulli et al., 2005]. Two examples of occupancy map and its
quadtree representation are demonstrated in Figure 2.1. Topological maps,
most commonly represented with graphs, embody the connectivity of open
space. The topological information of a map has been used to fulﬁll a variety
of objectives. For instance, Aydemir et al. reason with statistical topological
models to predict missing parts of partial maps [Aydemir et al., 2012a,Aydemir
et al., 2012b], Luperto et al. rely on the topology to categorize subject maps
and select an appropriate classiﬁer for semantic mapping [Luperto et al., 2014],
and Jacky Chang et al. [Jacky Chang et al., 2007] use a graph for merging
local occupancy maps in a multi-robot mapping application. Depending on the
context, the construction of a topological map is approached diﬀerently. One
approach is to rely on robot’s trajectory and create a navigation map [Rituerto
et al., 2014,Singh and Košecká, 2012,Liu et al., 2009,Kuipers, 1978,Bazeille and
Filliat, 2011]. Another approach is a topological interpretation of geometric
maps, such as Voronoi diagrams [Wallgrün, 2010a, Fortune, 1987, Choset,
1997, Karimipour and Ghandehari, 2012, Lau et al., 2010] and topological
map construction through region segmentation and semantic labels [Mozos
and Burgard, 2006, Friedman et al., 2007, Fabrizi and Saﬃotti, 2000, Joo
et al., 2010]. Figure 2.1 shows examples of a navigation map, a Voronoi
diagram and the construction of a topological map from region segmentation. A
hybrid map, as deﬁned here, indicates the coexistence and association of both
topological and geometric representations. An intrinsic association between the
two is the inherent result of most approaches such as constructing topological
maps from robot’s trajectory, or topological interpretations of geometric maps
[Blanco et al., 2007, Pronobis et al., 2017b]. Despite the fact that graphs are
topological representations, many graph-based map representations contain
metric information (e.g. navigation maps and Voronoi graphs). Accordingly,
we consider methods based on such representation (e.g. map alignment) to
rely on both geometric and topological information.
Hierarchical Maps A hierarchical map in the literature indicates a
multi-layer map, where each layer is a map, an interpretation of a map, or
information from other sources (e.g. robot control signal), and these layers are
associated and stacked onto each other in the multi-layer map. For instance,
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(a) blueprint

(b) geometric map

(c) quadtree representation

(d) topological map from occupancy map through region segmentation

(e) hybrid map

(f) navigation map

(g) Voronoi graph

Figure 2.1: Examples of geometric maps, topological maps, and hybrid maps.
The maps on the ﬁrst row (2.1a, 2.1b, and 2.1c) are examples of geometric
maps. Figure 2.1d illustrates the construction of a topological map from an
occupancy map by the means of region segmentation. A hybrid map can be
a compilation of geometric and topological maps as in Figure 2.1e. Voronoi
graph (2.1g) and navigation map (2.1f) are other examples of topological maps,
which include metric information in an inherently topological representation,
and therefore they can qualify as hybrid maps.
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Kuipers’ pioneering work in modeling spatial knowledge, inspired by cognitive
models, builds layers of representations (such as sensory, control, causal,
topological, and metric) in a “hierarchical” manner [Kuipers, 1978, Kuipers,
2000, Kuipers, 2008]. Hierarchy can also indicate a multi-level map, where
levels of the hierarchy manifest an abstraction. The essential element of such
an abstraction are models representing concepts1 , no matter how crudely. For
instance, primitive shapes capture the structure of a building, such as walls
in a line maps [Pﬁster et al., 2003, Garulli et al., 2005]. Along the line of
abstraction hierarchy, Zender et al. [Zender et al., 2007, Zender et al., 2008]
propose “conceptual spatial representations” with levels from metric map to
navigation map, to topological map, and all the way to a conceptual map,
which in turn has inspired the representation architecture of other works
[Mozos, 2008, Pronobis et al., 2010b, Pronobis, 2011, Pronobis and Jensfelt,
2012,Pronobis et al., 2017b]. In another example, Galindo et al. [Galindo et al.,
2005] builds two spatial (from occupancy map to topology) and conceptual
(taxonomic) hierarchies, associated with each other through anchoring.
Multi-Modal Maps Here, modality refers to the sensor type of the
perception system (e.g. range scanners and cameras), or other sources from
which information is acquired (e.g. blueprint). The association and integration
of multiple modalities are often conducted on the sensor (signal) level, where
sensor fusion and information fusion techniques are employed to account for
all the modalities [Sjöö, 2012, Pronobis and Caputo, 2007, Pronobis et al.,
2008, Pronobis et al., 2010a, Cardarelli et al., 2014]. Another approach in
managing multi-modal maps is to solve the map alignment problem, where
sensory data is already compiled into maps. An overview of map alignment
related work is presented in Section 2.3.

2.2

Place Interpretation of 2D Maps

In this section we review two related interpretation processes of places,
namely region segmentation and semantic annotation of places. We deﬁne
the semantic annotation of places as the process of distinguishing places
by their types (e.g. corridor, oﬃce, kitchen), based on their functionalities,
shapes, appearance, etc. Region segmentation process, on the other hand,
is concerned with subdividing the maps into irreducible or coherent blocks
of space, which can be deﬁned as a place without any transition-point. The
deﬁnition of the transition-points is dependent on the target application and
the employed method. For instance, gateways (doors) are the most common
transition-points in most indoor environments. Figure 2.2 illustrates the
1 We consider data structures such as Quadtrees [Finkel and Bentley, 1974,Kraetzschmar
et al., 2004], Octrees [Meagher, 1980, Hornung et al., 2013, Einhorn et al., 2011], and Voxels
[Triebel et al., 2006] as data compression rather than abstraction.
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diﬀerence between region segmentation and semantic annotation of places.
Despite their diﬀerence, the notions of region segmentation and semantic
annotation are closely related, could be used in place of one another, and
have been used interchangeably in the literature (both the terminology and
the methods).

2.2.1

Region Segmentation

Region segmentation is a subjective process and its deﬁnition and result
depend on the method and the context of application. Bormann et
al. [Bormann et al., 2016] present a well studied survey of the most common
region segmentation approaches, and categorize them based on whether they
are autonomous or interactive, and, whether they operate on incremental maps
or require complete maps. Their most interesting distinction, however, is based
on the underlying approaches of the region segmentation methods, which
according to Bormann et al., are Voronoi graph-based, graph partitioning,
feature-based, morphological, distance transform-based, and architectural
ﬂoor plan interpretation [Bormann et al., 2016]. Morphological approaches
[Fabrizi and Saﬃotti, 2002, Buschka and Saﬃotti, 2002] segment open space
of an occupancy map into disconnected sub-regions through an iterative
morphological dilation by closing narrow passages (i.e. gateways). Methods
based on distance transforms [Diosi et al., 2005, Spexard et al., 2006, Topp
and Christensen, 2010, Nieto-Granda et al., 2010] ﬁnd the local-maxima in
the distance maps, conceptually denoting the centers of regions, and use
them as seeds for the clustering of open cells with Euclidean distance.
Methods based on Voronoi graph [Thrun and Bücken, 1996,Thrun, 1998,Wurm
et al., 2008, Beeson et al., 2005] ﬁnd a collection of “critical points” (i.e.
transition points), and partition the graph according to a set of heuristics.
Feature-based methods [Mozos et al., 2005, Mozos and Burgard, 2006, Mozos
et al., 2007, Mozos, 2008, Friedman et al., 2007, Ekvall et al., 2007, Oberlander
et al., 2008, Sjöö, 2012] distinguish separate regions based on a set of feature
descriptors (either from images or range data) that reﬂect the types of places.
These methods are examples of semantic annotation methods fulﬁlling the
objective of region segmentation. Some other methods beneﬁt from diﬀerent
techniques in graph theory for partitioning topological maps. For instance,
some methods partition the graph of a navigational map [Zivkovic et al.,
2006,Zivkovic et al., 2007], using spectral clustering [Ng et al., 2001], and others
partition the graphs by classifying the edges [Brunskill et al., 2007,Fleer, 2017].
Methods that interpret ﬂoor plans for region segmentation [Ahmed et al.,
2012,de las Heras et al., 2014] rely on the prior semantic annotation of the CAD
drawings (e.g. wall, window, doorway) for room segmentation. In a more recent
work, Fermin-Leon et al. [Fermin-Leon et al., 2017] has successfully applied
the “Dual-Space Decomposition” (DuDe-2D) [Liu et al., 2014] to robot maps.
DuDe-2D treats shapes as polygons and performs “convex decomposition of a
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(a) occupancy map

(b) region segmentation

common area

oﬃce

bathroom

corridor

classroom

doorway

(c) semantic annotation

Figure 2.2: This ﬁgure demonstrates the objectives of region segmentation and
semantic annotation (place labeling). Regions (places) are the object of interest
to both methods. Region segmentation aims at identifying coherent regions,
and semantic annotation aims at identifying the type of places. These ﬁgures
are manually drawn to highlight the diﬀerence and similarity between the two
concepts, and do not represent a real-world example.
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given shape by segmenting both the polygon itself and its complementary” [Liu
et al., 2014].
The region segmentation literature is organized in Table 2.1, according
to the type of information they rely on, and their approach to problem
formulation. The types of information used by the methods are:
• geometric features, such as shape of an area in range data,
• visual cues, such as feature descriptors in images,
• topological features used for graph partitioning, and
• a priori knowledge available in blueprints.
Four approaches to problem formulation in region segmentation are:
• a direct detection of irreducible and coherent regions,
• transition points detection for separating regions,
• discrimination of regions based on their semantic diﬀerences,
• polygon decomposition of a polygon approximate map.
A consequence of deﬁning a region as a lack of transition points, is that the
two approaches of transition point and region detection can be considered dual
formulation of the same notion.

2.2.2

Semantic Annotation

The wide scope of semantic mapping in robotics, while conceptually relevant,
is too broad for the technical objective of this thesis, and we narrow the scope
in this section to semantic annotation of places in 2D robot navigation maps2 .
The objective of semantic mapping, within this limited scope, is for robots to
semantically know what each place is. At the core of semantic mapping is the
problem of ﬁnding an association between patterns in sensory data and their
corresponding semantic labels, hence pattern recognition is the underlying
problem of semantic annotation. Interesting to this thesis are only those
methods of semantic mapping that maintain a spatial representation of the
environment, and plausibly instantiate the space into places towards (or as
a result of) assigning correct semantic labels to such instances. The scope of
literature is therefore limited to works that involve pattern recognition, support
semantic labels in symbolic form, and incorporate this knowledge in a spatial
representation (i.e. a map).
2 What we call semantic annotation here, in the literature is referred to as “place
labeling” [Mozos, 2008] and “place categorization” [Pronobis, 2011].
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Table 2.1: Categorization of region segmentation methods based on the source
of patterns and the target of detection. The list is ordered chronologically, and
it is not a comprehensive record of all the region segmentation literature.
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As we are interested in the place labeling aspect of semantic mapping
methods and their approach to map interpretation, it is appropriate to
investigate the types of patterns (visual cues, geometry of places, topology
of places) and the map representations employed by these methods.
Representative examples of the methods that are most relevant to this
thesis are presented in Table 2.2, reviewing these methods according to
aforementioned characteristics. Visual cues are the most common type of
patterns in semantic annotation of places, thanks to the advances and varieties
of Computer Vision tools. After Mozos et al. [Mozos et al., 2005] proposed
a “place labeling” method that relies only on the shapes of places in range
data, geometric patterns have also received attention for such tasks. Aydemir
et al. [Aydemir et al., 2012a, Aydemir et al., 2012b] present a data-driven
statistical modeling of the topology of indoor environments. Their work,
however, does not distinguish between diﬀerent types of places and does not
perform semantic annotation. Gholami Shahbandi et al. [Gholami Shahbandi
et al., 2014] rely on topological and geometric features of a connectivity graph
for semantic annotation. Recent works of Pronobis et al. [Pronobis et al., 2017b]
and Zheng et al. [Zheng et al., 2017,Zheng et al., 2018] stand out among others
for their signiﬁcant use of topology in semantic annotation.
It is important to point out that Table 2.2 does not provide a comprehensive
list of the related work. For a survey and a broader study of semantic mapping,
we refer the interested readers to [Kostavelis and Gasteratos, 2015], in which
the related work is organized with respect to many characteristics, such as type
of perception, scale of maps, temporal coherence, applications, benchmarking
and validation datasets, and knowledge representation formalism. Some
approaches perform object recognition and infer the semantic labels of places
from the objects they encompass (such as most works with visual cues in
Table 2.2). In some applications the methods do perform object recognition,
but do not infer semantic labels of the places. These methods are not
particularly interesting here, as they do not maintain a spatial representation
of the semantic map. Examples of such methods include object recognition and
scene understanding in urban environments (e.g. for self-driving cars) [Persson
et al., 2007, Sengupta et al., 2012, Singh and Košecká, 2012, He and Upcroft,
2013, Sengupta et al., 2013], 3D object recognition for object manipulation
[Rusu et al., 2008a, Rusu et al., 2008b, Rusu et al., 2009, Rusu, 2010, Blodow
et al., 2011], and terrain semantic annotation (e.g. vegetation, pathway, and
asphalt) [Wolf and Sukhatme, 2008, Milella et al., 2014, Wurm et al., 2014].
Semantic mapping methods that focus on 3D perception and RGB-D sensor
[Mozos et al., 2013,Nüchter and Hertzberg, 2008,Nüchter et al., 2006,Swadzba
and Wachsmuth, 2014, Günther et al., 2013, Mozos et al., 2012, Koppula
et al., 2011, Valentin et al., 2013, Anand et al., 2013], concern with temporal
mapping [Pronobis et al., 2008,Hawes et al., 2017], and use interactive semantic
annotation with Natural Language Processing (NLP) [Walter et al., 2014] or
mining semantic web [Young et al., 2017] are also left out of this section.
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[Vasudevan et al., 2007]
[Ranganathan and Lim, 2011]
[Espinace et al., 2013]
[Rituerto et al., 2014]
[Kostavelis and Gasteratos, 2013]
[Ranganathan and Dellaert, 2007]
[Krishnan and Krishna, 2010]

Map Type
cognitive map
landmark maps

Pattern Type
visual cue
visual cue

navigation map

visual cue

3D from motion
navigation map
occupancy map,
landmark maps

visual cue
visual cue

[Mozos et al., 2005]
[Mozos and Burgard, 2006]
[Mozos et al., 2007]
[Arras et al., 2007]

occupancy map

geometric

[Pronobis and Caputo, 2007]
[Pronobis et al., 2008]
[Pronobis et al., 2010a]
[Pronobis and Jensfelt, 2012]
[Sjöö, 2012]

occupancy map,
landmark maps

geometric,
visual cue

[Pronobis et al., 2017b]
[Zheng et al., 2017]
[Zheng et al., 2018]

occupancy map,
graph

topological

Table 2.2: Examples of semantic mapping methods, and their attributes.
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Visual localization and place recognition [Fuentes-Pacheco et al., 2015], in
which places, scenes and objects are to be recognized, share the underlying
problem of pattern recognition with semantic mapping. Such methods do not
necessarily involve semantic labels in symbolic forms, and that extent of the
related work is considered to be out of the purview of this section.
Post Deep Learning Era The recent booming of deep neural networks
since around 2012 [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] (commonly referred to as
“deep learning”) have greatly boosted computer vision approaches to robot
perception, such as scene understanding [Bernuy and Ruiz-del Solar, 2017,
Himstedt and Maehle, 2017, Milioto and Stachniss, 2018]. The impact of deep
learning is far more omnipresent and has improved not only the ﬁeld of
computer vision, but also has profoundly aﬀected the underlying methodologies
of representation learning, feature extraction and classiﬁcation. In turn, this
has given rise to methods for learning descriptors for spatial discrimination
in occupancy maps [Goeddel and Olson, 2016, Pronobis et al., 2017a, Pronobis
and Rao, 2017]. The advances in pattern recognition through deep learning
have had, and will continue to have, great impact on semantic perception.
Nevertheless, this discussion belongs to the topic of pattern recognition and
we do not review such works here.
Semi-Supervised Place Categorization In contrast to semantic
annotation where the types of places (e.g. kitchen, oﬃce) are known a priori
and are available in symbolic forms as semantic labels, such information is
not available to semi-supervised3 place categorization methods. While both
processes discriminate between places based on their types according to a
set of feature descriptors, they diﬀer in the presence of semantic labels.
In this sense, the diﬀerence between semi-supervised place categorization
and semantic annotation is somewhat analogous to the diﬀerence between
clustering and classiﬁcation. Although a lack of prior semantic knowledge is a
deﬁning element of the semi-supervised place categorization, the objective is to
distinguish between categories of places, acquire the semantics for them, and
maintain a semantic map. This makes a diﬀerence between this category and
the methods of visual localization which do not intend to distinguish between
categories of places, but rather to recognize previously seen places. In one
examples, Vatsavai et al. [Vatsavai et al., 2010] distinguish between nuclear and
coal power plants from aerial images without training any classiﬁers. In another
example, Gholami Shahbandi et al. [Gholami Shahbandi et al., 2015] use a set
of feature descriptors for range data [Mozos et al., 2007] and discriminate
3 Strictly speaking, “semi-supervised learning” is a learning process that relies on a
small set of labeled data along with a larger set on unlabelled data. In this context,
however, the term “semi-supervised” refers to a lack of classifier training process, while
the feature descriptors for data point discrimination are still manually desgined, and most
often borrowed from classification methods.
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between diﬀerent types of places in a warehouse environment. With a similar
approach, Magnusson et al. [Magnusson et al., 2017] study semi-supervised
place categorization with 3D range data, with a variety of indoor and outdoor
environments, and diﬀerent clustering techniques.

2.3

Map Alignment

Map alignment is the problem of ﬁnding a transformation between the
coordinate frames of two maps of the same environment, so that the distances
between the corresponding elements in the two maps are minimized under
that transformation. The appeal of map alignment to this thesis is to bind
maps into a heterogeneous representation. Map alignment is also motivated
by many other objectives in robot mapping, such as partial map merging
in Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) and improving SLAM
performance using prior maps. Data association, the underlying problem of
map alignment, also manifests itself in a variety of similar problems such as
stereo vision, visual odometry, scan matching, and loop closure in SLAM.
Depending on the context of their applications (e.g. data representation),
diﬀerent methods formulate their data association problem diﬀerently. A brief
summary of map alignment related work is presented in Table 2.3, where
the approach of each method and the type of information they rely on are
highlighted. The topological proﬁle of a map’s open space is among the most
salient information, for which graphs are a ﬁtting representation. Maximal
Common Sub-graph (MCS) and the error-tolerant sub-graph isomorphism
are two association problems in graph theory that are relevant to, and
have been employed for, map alignment [Huang and Beevers, 2005, Wallgrün,
2010b, Schwertfeger and Birk, 2013, Mielle et al., 2016, Kakuma et al., 2017].
The geometric structure of a map is another salient feature that has been used
for map alignment. In a formulation of map alignment based on the Hough
transform, maps are transformed from the Cartesian to a parametric space (i.e.
Hough spectra), which captures the salient, though maybe latent, structural
outline of the maps. This strategy decomposes the alignment problem into
rotation and translation estimation, and consequently methods with this
approach are often deterministic, non-iterative, and fast [Carpin, 2008, Bosse
and Zlot, 2008, Saeedi et al., 2012]. There are other approaches that also rely
on the geometric patterns of the maps, such as those that operate through
decomposition and matching regions [Park et al., 2016,Gholami Shahbandi and
Magnusson, 2017]. Some map alignment methods rely on the generation and
the use of association cues from other sources, such as localizing each robot in
the partial maps of other robots, physical encounter of robots in the real world
(so called “rendezvous”), or other mutual information that could be provided
to heterogeneous maps (e.g. landmarks from WIFI signal) [Howard et al.,
2006, Howard, 2004, Fox et al., 2006, Zhou and Roumeliotis, 2006, Konolige
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et al., 2003]. Examples of other problems that take on similar challenges to that
of map alignment are point set registration such as Iterative Closest Point [Besl
and McKay, 1992] and Coherent Point Drift [Myronenko et al., 2007], image
alignment [Baker and Matthews, 2004, Evangelidis and Psarakis, 2008], and
image registration [Lowe, 1999].
Map deformity and non-rigid alignment Map alignment techniques
and related problems (e.g. scan matching) are predominantly limited to
Euclidean transformation, and very few techniques account for a more ﬂexible
transformation [Schwertfeger and Birk, 2013, Park et al., 2016, Mielle et al.,
2016]. The rigidity4 of the transformation models underlying most map
alignment methods, make the alignment of deformed maps infeasible. A
globally consistent map (not deformed) is a map that can be accurately
aligned with the ground truth through a similarity transformation which
only entails translation, rotation and scaling (see Figure 2.3). Free Form
Deformation (FFD) field [Sederberg and Parry, 1986] is an approach to
image registration, which is mostly popular in the ﬁeld of medical image
processing [Rohde et al., 2003, Crum et al., 2004]. Methods of such nature
locally optimize the alignment of two images by supporting a globally non-rigid
transformation (see Figure 2.3). A consequence of a non-rigid transformation
with many parameters to estimate, in junction with an image intensity-based
optimization, is that these methods require more local information to solve the
problem. Figure 2.4 exempliﬁes the performance of non-rigid image registration
methods on occupancy maps, based on an implementation from the Insight
Segmentation and Registration Toolkit [Johnson et al., 2013]. Occupancy maps
are mostly patches of low information (open-space and unexplored areas) that
challenges the success of such approaches as presented in Figure 2.4. This is in
contrast to most other images (e.g. medical images) where the information is
distributed more uniformly over the image. This makes the biggest challenge
for employing most of the aforementioned image processing techniques for
map alignment, which also explains the appeal of abstract representations in
map alignment (e.g. Hough-spectra, graphs and region) that reﬂect the global
structure of the maps.

4

See Figure 2.3 for a clarification of the term “rigid”.
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approach
[Huang and Beevers, 2005]

MCS, image registration, and
geometric consistencies

[Wallgrün, 2010b]

inexact graph matching with
GED over Voronoi graph

[Schwertfeger and Birk, 2013]

sub-graph isomorphisms

[Mielle et al., 2016]

error-tolerant MCS

[Kakuma et al., 2017]

graph matching with GED and
Hu-Moments

[Bonanni et al., 2014]

graph matching over pose-graph

[Saeedi et al., 2014a]
[Pinheiro et al., 2017]
[Park et al., 2016]

probabilistic Voronoi graph and
Hough spcetra
uses Monte Carlo tree search to
match geometric graphs
rectangular feature modeling and
optimizing for the overlap

information
topological,
geometric, and
visual cue
topological,
and geometric
topological,
and geometric
topological,
and geometric
topological,
and geometric
topological,
and geometric
topological,
and geometric
topological,
and geometric
geometric

[Carpin, 2008]

Hough spectra matching

geometric

[Bosse and Zlot, 2008]

weighted Hough spectra
matching

geometric

[Saeedi et al., 2014b]

Hough peak matching

geometric

[Besl and McKay, 1992]

point set registration (ICP)

geometric

[Myronenko and Song, 2010]

point set registration (CPD)

geometric

[Lucas and Kanade, 1981]

image alignment (Lucas-Kanade)

visual cue

[Evangelidis and Psarakis, 2008]

image alignment (ECCM)

visual cue

[Carpin et al., 2005]
[Birk and Carpin, 2006]

optimizing the transformation
with a stochastic process

visual cue

[Dedeoglu and Sukhatme, 2000]
[Thrun, 2001]
[Williams et al., 2002]

association cues from localizing
each robot in the partial maps of
other robots

localization

[Howard et al., 2006]
[Howard, 2004]
[Fox et al., 2006]
[Zhou and Roumeliotis, 2006]
[Konolige et al., 2003]

association cues from robots’
physical encounter

“rendezvous”

[Erinc et al., 2013]
[Bowen-Biggs et al., 2016]

annotate heterogeneous maps
with WIFI signal
association cues from manual
annotation

mutual
landmarks
manual

GED: Graph Edit Distance, MCS: Maximal Common Sub-graph,
ICP: Iterative Closest Points, CPD: Coherent Point Drift,
ECCM: Enhanced Correlation Coefficient Maximization.

Table 2.3: An overview of 2D map alignment approaches.
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Euclidean
translation
rotation

Similarity
translation
rotation
scaling

Rigid in Robotics

Aﬃne
translation
rotation
scaling
squeezing
shearing
reﬂection
projection

Free Form
Deformation Field

Piece-Wise Aﬃne

Rigid in Medical
Image Processing
Flexibility

Figure 2.3: The term “rigid transformation” has been used diﬀerently in
diﬀerent literature. In robotics, a rigid transformation is an Euclidean
transformation, under which the geometric form of a “rigid body” is preserved,
hence the term rigid. According to medical image processing, however, a
non-rigid transformation has a model far beyond and more ﬂexible than an
aﬃne transformation. In this work we adhere to the terminology of the medical
image processing literature.

(a) initial alignment

(b) FFD field

(c) appended Paper V

Figure
2.4:
Comparison
on
optimizing
an
initial
alignment
between [Gholami Shahbandi et al., 2018] and a FFD ﬁeld-based method
from the ﬁeld of medical imaging [Johnson et al., 2013, Crum et al., 2004].
Over-sensitivity of methods based on the FFD Field to representation
discrepancy and lack of suﬃcient local information can be observed in
Fig. 2.4b. This is not an isolated example, and represents the general behavior
of methods with the FFD ﬁeld approach.
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Synopses and Positioning of This Work

Diﬀerent topics of interest to this thesis and their related work have been
reviewed in this chapter. In the ﬁnal step, brief summaries of each section are
provided here, along with a positioning of this work and its contributions with
respect to each topic.
Heterogeneous Representations Handling heterogeneity is a broader
topic of discussion compared to other topics in this chapter, such as map
alignment and map interpretation. Not only does this topic involve the
discussion of methods and technical matters, but it also includes a greater
question that points to the structure of representations.
One of the cornerstones of this work is an abstract modeling of maps
through structural decomposition and a 2D arrangement representation. While
this model has been employed for diﬀerent interpretations and to fulﬁll diﬀerent
objectives of this work, it has been the central representation that supports the
hierarchical structuring of the maps, it is inherently a hybrid interpretation,
and it is used for map alignment as a manner of handling multi-modality.
Place Interpretation of 2D Maps The approaches to region segmentation
can vary signiﬁcantly, depending on the context of an application, the
deﬁnition of a region, and the type of available information/pattern. A review
of the literature suggests that pattern recognition is a central component
in semantic annotation of places in maps. Accordingly, most approaches to
semantic annotation are context dependent, and in addition, the varieties
of modalities, information/pattern types, and methodologies result in a huge
body of work under this topic.
Some variations of region segmentation have been employed in Paper
II, Paper III and Paper IV, for interpretations of the decomposition model
towards diﬀerent objectives. Furthermore, a region segmentation method has
been employed in Paper V, for evaluating the value of knowledge transferring
between maps. However, the place interpretation part of this work has
been mostly focused on semantic annotation, and less concerned with region
segmentation. That is to say, the place interpretation in this works has been
mostly dedicated to a study of diﬀerent approaches to semantic annotation.
These studies, however, do not intend to develop best-ever methods for
particular applications, but rather to study diﬀerent approaches to the
problem, and consequently the presented results of this part of the work are
exploratory and qualitative.
Map Alignment Data association is at the core of the map alignment
problem, which in its general formulation is a very tough challenge. As a
consequence, most approaches to map alignment simplify the question relying
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on suitable assumptions, and using context-speciﬁc cues for data association.
Another common simpliﬁcation is realized by limiting the transformation
model to an Euclidean transform.
The map alignment part of this work, a decomposition-based method,
employs an abstract representation and supports a similarity transformation
model (uniform-scaling in addition to Euclidean model). This enables the
method to align maps of diﬀerent types and with diﬀerent scales. Furthermore,
this method is followed by an optimization process to adjust and ﬁne-tune the
alignment, which supports a piece-wise aﬃne transformation, to rectify minor
deformities of sensor maps.

1010110101
1101011011
1011101110
Summary of Papers
This chapter produces a summary of the work presented in the appended
papers. The core of this work evolves around methods of abstract modeling
and representation models of 2D maps. The rest of the work builds around the
results of these methods for applications such as map alignment and semantic
annotation of the maps. It should be noted that the methods are presented
here in a fairly general light, and the technical details and the results are left to
the papers. Highlights and topics of contributions of the appended papers are
reviewed here, after which, the outline of this chapter is presented according
to these topics.
• Paper I presents a method for geometric modeling and semantic
annotation of a landmark map from warehouses. The presented model,
inspired by the context of the application, captures a set of linearly
aligned landmarks that corresponds to a “wall” of a warehouse corridor.
• Paper II proposes a 2D subdivision model, namely the arrangement, for
a decomposition-based representation of occupancy maps. To that end,
a method for structural decomposition (detecting dominant directions
and grid lines), is presented. The decomposition model is interpreted as
a connectivity map, which is then used for semantic annotation with
template matching.
• Paper III presents a semi-supervised place categorization approach to
semantic annotation. This approach employs a set of feature descriptors
for distinguishing types of places in occupancy maps, from a raycasting
signal. For hierarchical structuring of information, this work relies on
the structural decomposition model presented in Paper II (i.e. the
arrangement).
• Paper IV presents a decomposition-based map alignment method. This
method supports a similarity transformation model, and it is based
on the structural decomposition model presented in Paper II (i.e. the
31
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arrangement). The abstraction through decomposition and a support of
similarity transformation enables the method to handle maps of diﬀerent
types (e.g. aligning occupancy maps with blueprints).
• Paper V proposes an optimization process, through which an inaccurate
initial alignment between two maps is ﬁne-tuned. In addition, if one of
the maps suﬀers from minor deformities, the process rectiﬁes the error
through the optimization. Finally, this work presents a prior knowledge
transferring approach to semantic annotation through map alignment.

Outline of the chapter Section 3.1 presents the method for
modeling and semantic annotation of a landmark map from warehouses.
Section 3.2 introduces the arrangement model and its application
in structural decomposition of occupancy maps. Section 3.3 presents
the decomposition-based map alignment method, and its accompanying
optimization process. Finally, four diﬀerent approaches to semantic annotation
from the appended papers are reviewed in Section 3.4.

3.1

Modeling Landmark Maps of Warehouses

Pillars of palleting infrastructure in a warehouse are selected as the landmarks
for a bearing-only mapping [Bailey, 2003] in Paper I. An overview of this
mapping process is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The ﬁnal map, illustrated in
Figure 3.1c, is composed of a set of landmarks (pillars), each represented as a
normal distribution of its location µ and uncertainty covariance Σ.
MAP := {lmi := N (µi , Σi ) | i ∈ I}
The canonical geometric-semantic model Moving beyond the local
scope of pillars as landmarks, the linear alignments of pillars that represent the
corridor walls are the basis of the proposed model in this work. This model,
its parameters, what it represents, and the rationale behind its proposal are
illustrated in Figure 3.2. Each model is identiﬁed by ﬁve parameters; a starting
point (x, y), number of and distance between points (n, d) and the angle of
alignment line (θ), and it represents a set of linearly aligned points (landmarks)
spaced with a ﬁxed frequency.




x + nj di cos θi
Mi (ni , di , xi , yi , θi ) := pij := i
| 0 ≤ n j < ni
yi + nj di sin θi
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(a) pillar detection

(b) bearings and landmark (pillar) pose estimations
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(c) Landmark map of a warehouse, where each landmark represents a palleting pillar

Figure 3.1: Landmark map of pillars of palleting infrastructure in a warehouse
of the size 250 × 72 meters, covering 77 lines of pillars. The map is constructed
through a bearing-only mapping process. The bearings to pillars are estimated
from images captured with a camera equipped with a ﬁsh-eye lens.
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(a) a warehouse scene
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(b) top view of a corridor

d

(c) point set model

Figure 3.2: The canonical geometric-semantic model is composed of a set of
linearly aligned points, that are spaced with a ﬁxed frequency. The model is
identiﬁed with ﬁve parameters, and represents a set of pillars on one side of a
corridor.
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Landmark clustering in parametric Hough space The ﬁrst step in
modeling the map of a warehouse (MAP) with this model is to segment the
landmarks into sets of aligned pillars.
Li := {lmj | (lmj ∈ MAP) ∧ ∀(lmk , lml ) ∈ Li , ∡(lmk , lml ) = θi }
Segmentation of linearly aligned landmarks is achieved through three steps;
a parametric Hough transform1 , clustering intersection points in the Hough
space, and ﬁnally propagating the clustering result back to Cartesian space.
This process is demonstrated with a toy example in Figure 3.3. The process
starts by transforming landmarks pi (xi , yi ) into parametric Hough space as
sinusoidal functions.
ρ = xi cos θ + yi sin θ
Intersecting the sinusoidal functions of a pair of points pi and pj in Hough
space results in an intersection point qk (ρk , θk ), which are illustrated with
black dots in Figure 3.3b.


x −x
θk = arctan yij −yji
ρk = xi cos θk + yi sin θk
Coordinates of this point qk identiﬁes the distance from origin ρk and the
angle θk of the line passing through pi and pj in Cartesian space. A cluster of
such points in Hough space, marked by red circles in Figure 3.3b, indicates a
linear alignment of a set of points in Cartesian space. Clustering intersection
points of sinusoidal functions in parametric Hough space not only detects a
linear alignment of the points in Cartesian space (slope and y-intercept), but
also identiﬁes the individual points pi that are aligned. Segmentation of a map
(MAP) into sets of linearly aligned landmarks (Li ), as shown in Figure 3.3c,
is the result of propagating the clusters from Hough space to Cartesian space.
Frequency analysis When a set of landmarks are segmented into a line
set Li , the parameters (xi , yi , θi ) of a model is also estimated. Estimation of
the remaining parameters (ni , di ) for each line set Li , is achieved through a
1D frequency analysis by the means of Fourier transform. To that end, the
2D uncertainty distributions of landmarks are projected into a 1D signal, as
shown in Figure 3.4b.
signali =

X

lmj ∈Li

1
√

σj 2π

e

−



(x−µj )2
2σ 2
j



,

µj =

→
−
−
v 1 .→
v2
, σ j = σx
→
−
kv k
1

where v1 is a vector from the ﬁrst point to the last point of the line set, and v2
is a vector from the ﬁrst point to each point of the line set. The variance of each
1 The parametric Hough transform is referred to as a “closed-form Hough transform” in
Paper I.
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(a) Cartesian space

(b) parametric Hough space

(c) segmented sets
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(d) segmented sets of pillars of the warehouse map from Figure 3.1c

Figure 3.3: Landmark segmentation in parametric Hough space. Linearly
aligned points are identiﬁed by clustering sinusoidal function intersections in
parametric Hough space. The clusters are propagated from the parametric
Hough space to the Cartesian space for segmentation of the landmarks into
line sets.
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(d) 77 instances of models, representing the landmark map from Figure 3.1c

Figure 3.4: Estimating model parameters n and d via frequency analysis of the
landmark sets. Each landmark, represented by the covariance of its uncertainty,
is projected to a 1D signal. A Fourier transform of the 1D signal avails the
estimation of the model parameters n and d.
1D projected distribution σj is estimated from rotating R(θj ) its corresponding
2D covariance Σj .
 2

σx
ρσx σy
= R(θj )Σj RT (θj )
ρσx σy
σy2
A Fourier transform of the 1D signal is employed to estimate the remaining
parameters. The most dominant frequency of the signal is an estimate of the
number of points n in the model, and consequently, assuming a ﬁxed interval
between the points, the distance parameter d can be estimated from that.
f0 = arg max ( FourierTransform(signal) )
f

n = f0 , d =

−
k→
v1 k
f0

Figure 3.4d demonstrates the result of modeling the warehouse map from
Figure 3.1c, after the estimation of all model parameters.
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Global constraints and optimization Due to the inaccurate results of the
pillar detection and bearing-only mapping, the landmark maps contain errors
such as wrongly instantiated landmarks, wrong landmark pose estimation, and
inclusion of landmarks from regions beyond the scope of modeling. Relying on
the assumption of extremely regular patterns in a warehouse, most parameters
of the models are expected to be similar or correlated. In a ﬁnal stage,
accordingly, a series of global constraints are imposed on the parameters of the
models. Initially the parameters of each model are identiﬁed independently.
The frequency parameters (n, d) and the angles (θ) of all models are then set
to the most common values (statistical mode). The starting points (x, y) of the
models are then aligned to an initialization line, the angle to which is set to be
perpendicular to the direction of the models (θ), and its y-intercept is estimated
from a linear regression of starting points of all the models. After imposing
these additional constraints, the parameters of the models are optimized to
their individual underlying landmark sets (L). The objective function of the
optimization evaluates the ﬁtness of every individual points from the model
pij ∈ Mi , according to a set of Gaussian functions that are deﬁned based
on the uncertainty covariance of the landmarks corresponding to that model
lmik ∈ Li .
X 1
f (Mi , Li ) = X
N (pij , µik , Σik )
lmik ∈Li pij ∈Mi

The optimization process, a gradient descent, optimizes the parameters
of the model Mi (ni , di , xi , yi , θi ) so that the objective function f (Mi , Li ) is
minimized.
Results The result of modeling the warehouse map from Figure 3.1c is
presented in Figure 3.4d. The map has a metric size of roughly 250 × 72
meters, and contains 77 lines of pillars. The metric errors are based on the
distances between landmarks (and models) to their closest marked pillar from
the ground truth. Figure 3.5 presents the distribution of metric error of the
landmarks and the models.

3.2

Map Decomposition with Arrangement

The physical elements of the buildings, i.e. occupied pixels in occupancy maps,
represent the boundaries of the open space. In well-structured environments,
these boundaries, reﬂecting the salient structural pattern of the map, can be
represented with a set of geometric traits (e.g. lines and circles). This is a
plausible assumption for indoor, man-made environments. These geometric
traits are then used for decomposing the map, to be represented with a
2D arrangement model. The rationale behind this choice of representation
includes:
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Figure 3.5: Comparing the metric error of landmarks and models. The errors
are in meters, and they represent the distances between landmarks and models
to their closest marked pillar from the ground truth.
• With geometric traits as the foundation of this representation and its
topological notion of adjacency, the arrangement forms a hybrid abstract
representation. The semantic annotation approach of Paper II, that is
based on template graph matching, relies on this hybrid representation.
• The arrangement establishes a hierarchical abstract model, and
maintains an association between sensory data and semantics. This
structuring of the representations underlies the representation of the
semantic map in Paper III.
• The arrangement reﬂects the global structure and captures the regions of
the map. The resulting decomposition is the basis of the map alignment
method in Paper IV.
The arrangement model that is used for the spatial decomposition of maps
is described in Section 3.2.1. Geometric trait detection, which in this work is
the processes of dominant directions and grid line detection, is presented in
Section 3.2.2. The methods proposed in this work for the detection of dominant
directions and lines are designed for occupancy maps and other similar maps
in a bitmap. The arrangement model is, however, applicable to any map
that could be represented with canonical geometric traits. Applications of
this representation will follow in Section 3.3 where it is employed for the
decomposition-based map alignment method, and in Section 3.4 where it is
used for semantic annotation.

3.2.1

Arrangement Model

Arrangement2 is a 2D model, chosen to represent the spatial decomposition of
the maps in this work. To that end, a 2D plane is partitioned according to a
2 The terminology of the arrangement varies across appended papers. Even though they
correspond to the same notion, functionalities defined in each paper are different, due to
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set of geometric traits T . These traits are parametric curves such as lines and
circles, as illustrated with an example in Figure 3.6a.
T := {ti | ti is a parametric curve (e.g. line)}
The process of constructing an arrangement from the traits [Agarwal and
Sharir, 2000] is in its essence the decomposition of the space into irreducible
faces (i.e. “Jordan Curves”). An irreducible face is deﬁned as the atomic
partition of the space, conﬁned by segments of the geometric traits, without
any trait passing through it. This process starts from arranging the traits into
a prime graph P. Figure 3.6b shows an example of the prime graph.
P := (VP , EP ), VP : set of vertices, EP : set of edges
VP := {vi (x, y) | (∃tj , tk ∈ T )[vi ∈ tj ∧ vi ∈ tk ]}
EP := {ei (tk , vsi , vei ) | (∄vm ∈ ei )[vm 6= vsi ∧ vm 6= vei ]}
The prime graph is a geometric representation, as its edges correspond to
segments of the traits. The set of irreducible faces F are identiﬁed from the
prime graph.
F := {fi : {ej ∈ EP } | (∀ej ∈ fi )[∃!ek ∈ fi | vsj = vek ]}
Figure 3.6c demonstrates the set of faces resulting from the prime graph
of Figure 3.6b. Two neighborhood and membership functions are deﬁned over
the set of faces.
N (fi ) : F 7→ {fj | (∃ek ∈ EP )[ek ∈ fi ∧ ek ∈ fj ]}
M (fi ) : F 7→ {pj (xj , yj ) | (∀pj )[fi encloses pj ]}
The neighborhood function N (fi ) returns a list of all faces adjacent to face
fi . The membership functions M (fi ) returns a list of all points (e.g. coordinates
of cells in an occupancy map) that reside inside the boundary of the face fi (i.e.
enclosed by fi ). From the adjacency of faces, a dual graph D is constructed.
D := (VD , ED ), VD : set of vertices, ED : set of edges
VD := {vi (fi ) | (∃!fi ∈ F)[vi corresponds to fi ]}
ED := {ei | (ei : connects(vj , vk ∈ VD ))[fj ∈ N (fk )]}
The dual graph is a topological representation, denoting the adjacency of
faces, an example of which is presented in Figure 3.6d. The set of traits, the
prime graph, the set of faces and the dual graph together constitute the four
identifying elements of the arrangement model A.
A := (T , P, F, D)
different objectives of the papers. In this chapter, however, the notation of the arrangement
is unified for a better consistency, matching and extending the notation from Paper IV.
Thereafter, the notation of each functionality used in the later sections is revised according to
this unified notation, with the corresponding notation from the papers presented in footnotes.
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(a) geometric traits

(b) prime graph

(c) faces

(d) dual graph

Figure 3.6: An arrangement A is composed of a set of geometric traits T , a
prime graph P, a set of faces F, and a dual graph D.

3.2.2

Grid Lines and Dominant Directions

A method for structural decomposition of occupancy maps with the
arrangement model is proposed in this work, based on the assumption that
the map of an indoor human-built environment is well-structured and can be
represented with straight lines. To that end, the dominant directions Θ of the
map are identiﬁed, along which a set of grid lines L ⊂ T , are detected to
construct a low level spatial representation of the map’s skeletal structure.

Θ := θi | θi ∈ [− π2 , π2 ]
L := {y = mi × x + bi | x, y, mi , bi ∈ R}
Assuming the structural elements of the maps (e.g. walls) are aligned along
some dominant directions, the ﬁrst step is to detect these directions. Relying
on these directions, the parametric space for line detection is narrowed and
therefore the resulting line detection process becomes more robust to noise
and discrepancy of the physical elements of the environments (e.g. lack of
continuous walls in warehouses). The lines are then detected from radiography
signals, i.e. “sinograms” in speciﬁc directions, weighted by the gradient of the
map (in bitmap) to further the robustness to noise.
Algorithm 1 presents this process in pseudo-code, and Figure 3.7 visualizes
the algorithm with an example. Further details are available in Paper II and
Paper III.
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Algorithm 1 Grid lines and dominant directions (see Figure 3.7)
Input: Mo
Output: L
Θ = DetectDirections(Mo )
S = WeightedRadiography(Mo , Θ)
L = DetectGridLines(Θ, S)

⊲ occupancy map (bitmap)
⊲ a set of grid lines
⊲ dominant directions
⊲ sinograms
⊲ grid lines

function DetectDirections(Mo )
∂Mo
o
⊲ compute oriented gradient
Mg = ∂M
∂x + i ∂y
H = wHOG(Mg )
⊲ weighted Histogram of Oriented Gradient (Polar)
Hs = Smooth(H)
⊲ smoothing H
Θ = DetectPeaks(Hs )
return Θ
end function
function WeightedRadiography(Mo , Θ)
Mt = Threshold(Mo )
⊲ binarization
S=∅
for all {θi | θi ∈ Θ} do
Mf = Filter(Mt ,θi )
⊲ filter point if gradient is not perpendicular to θi
S = S ∪ {RadonTransform(Mf , θi )}
end for
return S
end function
function DetectGridLines(Θ, S)
L=∅
for all {(θi , si ) | θi ∈ Θ, si ∈ S} do
B = DetectPeaks(si )
L = L ∪ {y = tan(θi ) × x + bi | bj ∈ B}
end for
return L
end function

⊲ Y-intercepts
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(c) dominant directions from the smoothed wHOG

(d) radiography

(e) grid lines L

Figure 3.7: Detection of dominant directions and grid lines. Dominant
directions are detected from the weighted Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(wHOG) of the map. Line detection is carried out by projecting occupied points
along the dominant directions, weighted by the magnitude of their gradient.
Algorithm 1 presents this process in pseudo-code. This map was obtained from
the Robotics Data Set Repository (Radish) [Howard and Roy, 2003]. We thank
Maxim Batalin for providing this data.
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Map Alignment

In order to associate maps from diﬀerent sources for a heterogeneous
representation, a decomposition-based map alignment method is proposed and
employed. The decomposition, which is represented by the arrangement model,
relies on the abstract and global structure of the maps instead of sensory
level data, which in turn, liberates the map alignment method from modality
dependency. The mathod based on the assumption that the maps are globally
consistent. A globally consistent is a map that could be aligned with the
ground truth through a similarity transformation (i.e. translation, rotation,
and uniform scaling). The process of map alignment with decomposition
is presented in Section 3.3.1. An optimization process for ﬁne-tuning the
alignment is presented in Section 3.3.2. The optimization process, unlike
the alignment, exploits sensory data for accuracy. When the inaccuracy of
the initial alignment is due to global inconsistency of the sensor map, the
optimization process corrects the map deformity along the optimization of the
alignment. In order to support the correction of such deformities, the solution
to optimization is formulated with a piece-wise aﬃne transformation model.

3.3.1

Alignment with Decomposition

The decomposition-based map alignment method of Paper IV can be
summarized through the following steps:
1. decomposing the input maps and modeling them with the arrangement
model,
2. pruning the arrangement from a structural decomposition to a plausible
region segmentation,
3. generating alignment hypotheses by matching all pairs of faces (regions)
between the two maps, and
4. selecting the best alignment by evaluating the alignment quality of the
hypotheses.
Figure 3.8 illustrates the outline of this process with an example of a real
world map. The process of map decomposition and its representation with the
arrangement model are performed according to Section 3.2.
From structural decomposition to region segmentation The rationale
of employing weighted radiography along with dominant direction for line
detection, as described in Section 3.2.1, is to detect discontinuous traits in
noisy maps (e.g. corridor “walls” in warehouses [Gholami Shahbandi et al.,
2014]). However, this process detects inﬁnite lines (unbounded traits) instead
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2D interpretation

generate alignment hypotheses

transformation model: "similarity"

select best hypothesis
based on match score

,

,...

Figure 3.8: Outline of the map alignment method, exempliﬁed over a pair of
layout and sensor maps. Sensor maps are acquired using a Google Tango tablet
as 3D meshes, and converted to 2D occupancy-like maps. The process starts
by decomposing the map and representing it with the arrangement model.
Afterwards, the regions of the two maps are matched and a pool of alignment
hypotheses is proposed. The best ﬁtting hypothesis is selected from the pool
according to an arrangement match score.
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(a) occupancy map

(b) arrangement

(c) distance image

(d) after pruning

Figure 3.9: From structural decomposition to region segmentation with
arrangement pruning. The pruning of arrangement is the process of rejecting
all edges of the prime graph (ei ∈ EP ) that do not correspond to a boundary
or a gateway. This ﬁgure presents an occupancy map in Figure 3.9a, its initial
decomposition in Figure 3.9b, and a cleaned-up version of the arrangement
(pruned) in Figure 3.9d, based on the distance map Md in Figure 3.9c.
of segments, which results in over-decomposition of areas that are conceptually
a single region (e.g. a room), such as the example in Figure 3.9b. On the other
hand, the generation of alignment hypotheses is based on matching regions,
assuming regions are segmented meaningfully and similarly in both maps. To
remedy this challenge, the arrangement is pruned with a morphological region
segmentation approach, based on the distance transform of the maps. To that
end, every edge of the prime graph (ei ∈ EP ) that does not correspond to
the boundaries of the open space (e.g. walls) or gateways is removed, and the
arrangement is updated afterwards. This process is exempliﬁed in Figure 3.9,
where the over-decomposed arrangement is pruned into a plausible region
segmentation. An edge is considered a gateway or a boundary if the average
value of the pixels V (e) from the distance map Md (Figure 3.9c) within a
neighborhood of that edge Np (e) is below a certain threshold te .
X
1
V (e) = size(N
Md (p)
p (e))
p∈Np (e)

Np (e) : neighboring cells (pixels) to the edge e
Empirically a threshold of te = 0.075, and a neighborhood of 2 pixels
meets the requirement for the dataset of maps in this work. The conversion
from structural decomposition to region segmentation, however, can be based
on any other region segmentation approaches that suits the speciﬁc context of
an application [Bormann et al., 2016, Fermin-Leon et al., 2017, Mielle et al.,
2017].
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Generating alignment hypotheses Matching faces with similar shapes,
and estimating a transformation that would align the corresponding vertices,
is the basis for the generation of hypotheses. A match between two faces
is identiﬁed according to a feature vector based on a shape descriptor. The
shape descriptor is an ordered sequence of vertex-edge tuples, ordered counter
clock-wise from an arbitrary reference vertex. It also contains all its “cyclic
shifts”, so that the descriptor becomes independent of the choice of reference
vertex. For instance, the shape descriptor of the face f1 from the arrangement
example in Figure 3.6, with all its s-step circular shifts can be listed as:
D(f1s=0 ) = ((v2 , e9 ), (v1 , e1 ), (v3 , e5 ))
∼
= D(f1s=1 ) = ((v3 , e5 ), (v2 , e9 ), (v1 , e1 ))
∼
= D(f1s=2 ) = ((v1 , e1 ), (v3 , e5 ), (v2 , e9 ))
The features of the descriptor are the internal angles of corners (corner
angle), and the length of edges normalized to the perimeter of the face (edge
length ratio). In the context of shape descriptor, a corner is a vertex with any
internal angle other that π, and an edge ends to corners on each side. That is to
say, if two edges are connected through a vertex with an internal angle equal to
π, the vertex is dismissed and the edges are merged. After the identiﬁcation of
a match, a transformation between the two point sets (face vertices) yields an
alignment hypothesis. Two examples of correct (in green) and wrong (in red)
association and their consequent transformations are illustrated in Figure 3.8.
In case of noisy maps, however, the conversion from structural
decomposition to region segmentation (i.e. arrangement pruning) is not
guaranteed to produce clean-cut shapes suitable for face matching. For
instance, one missed corner, as in the example of the room at the bottom
of Figure 3.9d, renders the shape of the face useless for matching. Due to
such cases and relying on the “well-structured environments” assumption,
alternatively the Oriented Minimum Bounding Boxes (OMBB) of faces
are employed instead of the exact shape descriptor. This substitution,
demonstrated in Figure 3.10, renders the descriptor size and corner angles
redundant, and consequently, the only relevant shape feature would be the
aspect-ratio of the OMBBs (i.e. edge length ratio).
Match score The best ﬁtting alignment, that is to say the ﬁnal solution,
is selected according to an arrangement match score (SA ) that evaluates
alignment quality of two arrangements (A1 , A2 ) under a transformation (1 T2 ).
X
SA (A1 , A2 ,1 T2 ) =
min(w(fi ), w(fj )) × sf (fi , fj )
fi ∈F1
fj ∈F2
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Figure 3.10: Using the Oriented Minimum Bounding Box (OMBB) of faces in
place of their shapes. The use of OMBB in place of the actual shape is suitable
for highly-structured environment, and needed when the maps are very noisy.
where w(f ) is the weight of the face, deﬁned as the surface area of the face
normalized to the surface area of the whole arrangement, and sf is the face
match score.
X
i)
w(fi ) = area(f
area(fk )
,
area(A)
=
area(A)
fk ∈F
  fi ∩fj 
 e fi ∪fj −1
if (fi , fj ) are associated
sf (fi , fj ) =
e−1
0
otherwise
where fi ∩ fj and fi ∪ fj are the surface area of the intersection and union of
the two faces. The match score of a face with itself (perfect match) equals one,
and the match score of two non-intersecting faces equals zero. The exponential
expression rewards slight improvements close to perfect match more than the
slight improvements close to a bad match. This is important to prevent a
competing hypothesis having an advantage for its low-scoring faces. A pair
of faces from two arrangements fi ∈ F1 and fj ∈ F2 are associated under a
transformation, and not just overlapping, if the following three conditions are
met:
c1 : center(fi ) ∈ fj ∧ center(fj ) ∈ fi
c2 : ∄fk ∈ F2 | center(fk ) ∈ fi , d(fi , fj ) > d(fi , fk )
c3 : ∄fk ∈ F1 | center(fk ) ∈ fj , d(fi , fj ) > d(fj , fk )

where center(fi ) is the center of fi deﬁned as the “centroid” (geometric center)
of the vertices of the face, and d(fi , fj ) is the diﬀerence in surface area of fi and
fj . According to the condition c1 , two faces are associated if they enclose each
other’s center. Conditions c2 and c3 assure a one to one association between
faces, preventing a face being associated with all faces that overlap with it.
In such cases, among all faces of F2 with their centers enclosed by fi ∈ F1 ,
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the face fj ∈ F2 with most similar surface area to fi is associated with fi .
Therefore, the match score of two overlapping faces is zero, unless they are
associated.
Algorithm 2 presents the map alignment procedure in pseudo-code, from
map interpretation, through two approaches of hypothesis generation (with
and without face match), and the selection of the best hypothesis.
Results The performance of the presented alignment method has been
evaluated over a set of forty maps from four diﬀerent environments, and its
performance has been compared with that of ﬁve state-of-the-art baselines.
The presented method successfully ﬁnds the alignment between sensor maps
and layout maps in 83.3% of 36 cases, and reaches a success rate of 66.5% of
194 cases when aligning sensor maps to other sensor maps. The second best
performance among the baselines reaches 27.7% and 27.3%, respectively for
the aforementioned setups. Paper IV provides further detail on experimental
evaluation, such as detailed performance of the alignment method and all
baseline methods in diﬀerent environments and their computational times.

3.3.2

Optimization of Alignment

Map alignment methods do not always ﬁnd an optimal solution, due to
the imperfection of the sensor maps, such as noisy maps as the example of
the Figure 3.11a shows, or deformed map presented in Figure 3.11b. These
deﬁciencies are remedied through an optimization process that simultaneously
optimizes the initial alignment and corrects the potential deformity of the
sensor map.
Map interpretation for optimization The choice of data representation
is crucial for the optimization task, as data association underlies the objective
of this optimization. The representations are expected to capture local
information with high ﬁdelity with respect to the real world, and for the
information to be mutually available in both maps. Since detail of the maps
are often absent in abstract models such as Voronoi graphs, Hough spectra,
and decomposition, the objective function of the optimization is designed to
be based on the occupied cells of the maps. Accordingly, occupied cells of the
sensor map are uniformly sampled into a collection of control points X, as
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Algorithm 2 Map alignment procedure
Input: Map1 , Map2
Output: Alignment (similarity transformation)
/* Map Interpretation */
A1 (T1 , P1 , F1 , D1 ) = Interpret(Map1 )
A2 (T2 , P2 , F2 , D2 ) = Interpret(Map2 )
/* Proceed with one of the Approaches, 1 or 2 */
/* Approach 1: Generate Hypotheses with face matching */
// f.c : corners of the face f
// D(f ) : shape descriptor of face f
// f s := s-step circular shift of corners and D(f )
H=∅
for all {(fi , fj ) | (fi ∈ F1 , fj ∈ F2 )[Size(fi .c) = Size(fj .c)]} do
for all {s | 0 ≤ s < Size(fi .c)} do
if D(fis ) = D(fj ) then
H = H ∪ {EstimateTransformation(fis .c, fj .c)}
end if
end for
end for
/* Approach 2: Generate Hypotheses without face matching */
// fˆ = OrientedMinimumBoundingBox(f )
// ratio(fˆ): aspect ratio of the bounding box
// ts : aspect ratio threshold between boxes (∼ 1.2)
H=∅
for all {(fi , fj ) | (fi ∈ F1 , fj ∈ F2 )} do
for all {s | 0 ≤ s < 4} do
if 1/ts < (ratio(fˆi )/ratio(fˆj )) < ts then
H = H ∪ {EstimateTransformation(fˆis .c, fˆj .c)}
end if
end for
end for
/* Select The Best Hypotheses */
Alignment = arg max (MatchScore(h, A1 , A2 ))
h∈H
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(a) slight misalignment

(b) map deformity

Figure 3.11: Two examples of imperfect initial alignments. The alignment in
Figure 3.11a suﬀers from a slight displacement, and the inaccuracy of the
alignment in Figure 3.11b is a result of map deformity.
illustrated in Figure. 3.12a. As for the layout, a ﬁtness map Mf and a gradient
map Mg are generated based on its occupied cells.
distance

Gaussian

oriented

transform

function

gradient

Mo 7−−−−−−→ Md 7−−−−−−→ Mf 7−−−−−→ Mg
Md = DistanceTransform(Mo )
2
2
Mf = [e(−di /2σf ) | ∀di ∈ Md ]
∂M
∂M
Mg = ∂xf + i ∂yf
where σf deﬁnes the neighborhood of the ﬁtness map, and its optimal value
depends on the structure of the environment and the size of the open spaces.
Based on empirical observation, a value in the range of σf = 1±0.4 meter yields
satisfactory results for home and oﬃce maps. Examples of an occupancy map
along with its distance, ﬁtness, and gradient maps are presented in Figure. 3.12.
Optimization process The objective function of the optimization is based
on the control points of the source map X together with the ﬁtness function
of the target map Mf .


dX = arg max (Mf (xi + dxi )) | 1 ≤ i ≤ K, xi ∈ X
dxi

where K is the cardinality of X, and dxi is a 2D motion vector corresponding
to xi . The optimization process, a gradient descent in this work, is based on
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(b) occupancy map Mo

(c) distance map Md

(d) fitness map Mf

(e) gradient map Mg

(a) control points X

Figure 3.12: Sensor and layout map interpretation for the optimization of map
alignment. A collection of uniformly sampled points X from the occupied cells
is the interpretation of the sensor maps, and a pair of ﬁtness and gradient
maps constitute the interpretation of the layout map.
the motion of control points X through the gradient map Mg . The solution
to this optimization is a motion matrix dX, where each row is a 2D motion
vector corresponding to control points X. The Transformation representing
the motion matrix dX and the optimized alignment is represented with a
piece-wise aﬃne transformation model. According to this model, the sensor
map is triangulated based on the distribution of control points X, and each
simplex of the tessellation is assigned an aﬃne transformation estimated from
the motion of its vertices.
Coherency condition The above-mentioned formulation of the
optimization disregards the structural pattern of the control points X,
and only incentivises the ﬁtness of control points X according to the ﬁtness
map Mf . This formulation can result in an incoherent motion of control
points X, as demonstrated in Figure 3.13b. In order to avoid this shortcoming
and to assure a coherency of motions, the incremental motion dxi of each
control point is adjusted to accord with its neighbors, the resulting eﬀect of
which is presented in Figure 3.13c. To that end, the coherent motion of each
control point is deﬁned as a weighted average of its own and its neighbors’
uncorrelated motions.
dx′i =

1
K

K
X

dxj .wij

j=1

dxi = Mg (xi ) | xi ∈ X
2
2
wij = e(−kxi , xj k /2σn ) | xi , xj ∈ X
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(a) X aligned to target map (b) independent motions

(c) coherent motions

Figure 3.13: Overlaying the control points of the sensor map X over the layout
map, according to the initial alignment. This is followed in Figure 3.13b, by the
[incoherent] motions of points through the optimization process. Figure 3.13c
illustrates the result of enforcing the coherency condition on the motion vector
dX. The background images of the optimization ﬁgures show the magnitude
of the gradient map, and the results are from a completed optimization, not a
single iteration.
where k · k denotes an Euclidean distance, wij is a distance-based correlation
between pairs of points, and σn determines the locality scope of the coherency
condition, where σn = 0 means no coherency and σn = ∞ means strict
coherency resulting in an Euclidean transformation (translation and rotation).
The optimal value of σn depends on the size of the map and its deformity. A
neighborhood of roughly σn = 8 ± 4 meters is found to be suitable for the
dataset of this work.
Optimization termination criteria Along with an upper bound for the
maximum number of iterations (maxiteration ) to safeguard the process against
inﬁnite loops, the other termination criterion sets a lower bound for the point
motions (minmotion ). Suggested values for these parameters are minmotion =
10−3 (1 millimeter), and maxiteration = 104 . A ﬁtness-based criterion can be
subsumed by the minmotion parameter, as a high ﬁtness results in stable points
(when Mf = max, then Mg = 0). On the other hand, when the optimization
starts from a wrong initial alignment and converges to a local minimum, the
process must be terminated. Under such circumstances, while the points do
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Algorithm 3 Optimization of the map alignment
function Optimize(Mg , Mf , XN ×2 , WN ×N )
X′ = X
for all {itr | 0 ≤ itr < maxiteration } do
dX = Mg (X ′ )
dX ′ = WeightedAverage(dX, W )
X ′ = X ′ + dX ′
if max({kdx′ k |∀dx′ ∈ dX ′ }) < minmotion then
break the for-loop
end if
end for
return X ′
end function
function WeightedAverage(dXN ×2 , WN ×N )
/* (A ◦ B): Hadamard-Schur product */
P = [dX, dX, ..., dX]N ×N ×2 ◦ [W, W ]N ×N ×2
′
dXN
×2 = mean(PN ×N ×2 )
return dX ′
end function

⊲ along 2nd dimension

become motionless, the ﬁtness is not guaranteed to reach an optimal threshold,
hence minmotion is a superior condition than a ﬁtness-based criterion.
Algorithm 3 presents the optimization procedure in pseudo-code, including
the coherency adjustment and termination criteria.
Results The performance of alignment optimization has been evaluated over
a set of forty maps from four diﬀerent environments. The optimization drops
the Root Mean Square (RMS) errors, estimated from manually annotated
ground truth, from an initial average of 0.89 meter to 0.25 meter after
optimization. Paper V provides further detail on experimental evaluation,
such as the distribution of RMS error of the alignments before and after
optimization, and compares it with the results of ﬁve alignment methods.

3.3.3

Assessment of Alignment Quality Measures

Two alignment quality measures have been proposed in this work for the map
alignment method and the optimization of its result: a) the arrangement match
score, and b) the ﬁtness function.
The arrangement match score has been developed for selecting the best
alignment hypothesis and it measures the alignment quality from the region
overlap, based on the abstract arrangement representation. Arrangement
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match score has been shown to be a reliable measure in selecting the best
alignment from a set of hypotheses. The set of hypotheses of failed alignments
was investigated, and made sure that no correct alignment was missed due
to a low match score. This, however, only stands for the set of hypotheses of
one pair of maps. A comparison between the match score of successful and
failed alignments across diﬀerent maps, as illustrated in Figure 3.14a, does not
suggest a reliable separation margin between success and failure.
Fitness functions, on the other hand, can be used to measure the alignment
quality of two maps according to their occupancy values and on the sensory
data level. Towards an alignment quality measure, two variations of the ﬁtness
are deﬁned as:
fitness := mean([Mf (x, y) | ∀(x, y) ∈ X]N ×1 )
forward : Mf ← layout map, X ← sensor map
reverse : Mf ← sensor map, X ← layout map
As an alignment quality metric, Mf evaluates the ﬁtness of the occupied
points of one map (X) with respect to the structure of the other map.
Accordingly, the ﬁtness map Mf is computed with a smaller neighborhood of
σf = 0.1 meter to penalize even minor deviations, compared to the σf = 1±0.4
meter of the optimization process. In an experiment, the forward ﬁtness
function has been used in place of the arrangement match score in selecting
the best hypotheses in the alignment process. Figure 3.14b shows the ﬁtness
values of aligning each sensor map against their corresponding layout maps
(marked with circles) and the layouts of other environments (marked with red
crosses). From the cases with correct correspondences (circles), there is one
failed case that has a ﬁtness value close to successful alignments. This is a case
were only one room from the source map (∼ 10% of the map) is stretched and
covers two rooms in the layout, resulting in a partial misalignment. The other
wrong alignments within and near the margin of successful alignments, are
cases where the sensor maps are from homes, which easily ﬁt into sub-regions of
oﬃce layouts. Despite these few degenerate cases, a strong correlation between
success and ﬁtness values can be observed.
To summarize these results, it can observed that the ﬁtness functions
provide a better measure for detecting success of an alignment. This conclusion,
however, is speciﬁc to alignment of sensor maps to layout maps. The
arrangement match score remains a more reliable quality measure in aligning
sensor maps to sensor maps, a setup in which ﬁtness functions fail to select
the best alignment from the set of hypotheses as reliably.
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(a) distributions of match scores for sets of hypotheses

(b) fitness function

Figure 3.14: Comparison of arrangement match score and ﬁtness functions
in measuring map alignment quality. Figure 3.14a shows the distributions of
arrangement match scores for all hypotheses per alignment. This plot only
contains pairs of sensor maps with their corresponding layout maps, and green
and red circles mark successful and failed alignments. Figure 3.14b show the
ﬁtness values, forward and reverse, of the alignments, in which blue and red
markers represent the success and failure of the alignments. This plot contains
both correct and wrong correspondence between sensor maps and layout
maps, represented by circle and cross markers respectively. Compared to the
arrangement match score, ﬁtness functions exhibit a more reliable separation
margin between successful and failed alignments.
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3.4

Semantic Annotation

One of the objectives of this work has been to support semantic annotation
of instances in robot maps. In an exploration of possible ways of fulﬁlling
this objective based on the proposed modeling techniques, this work attempts
diﬀerent approaches to semantic annotation:
• model-based semantic annotation,
• predeﬁned templates and graph matching,
• semi-supervised place categorization, and
• transfer of prior knowledge through map alignment.
The rest of this section is dedicated to a review of these approaches. It should
be noted that the objective of semantic annotation in this work has been
focused on exploring diﬀerent approaches, and to demonstrate the use of
proposed abstract modeling methods in these approaches. Consequently, the
experimental results of these methods are mostly qualitative and intend to
demonstrate the feasibility of such approaches.
Model-based semantic annotation The ﬁrst example of semantic
annotation in this work, presented in Paper I, is an integrated component of
the modeling process. To fulﬁll this integration, the geometric-semantic model,
presented in Section 3.1 and illustrated in Figure 3.2b, is designed to imply
the semantics of the environment. The data patterns are annotated as the
landmark map of a warehouse is modeled with the instances of this model.
This modeling method fulﬁlls two objectives of improving the geometric
accuracy of the landmark map representation, and providing semantic labels
for instances of the map. However, the model and the modeling process are
context-dependent and do not readily generalize to other applications.
Template Matching with Graphs The semantic annotation method
presented in Paper II is based on matching predeﬁned templates against an
abstract representation of occupancy maps. To that end, maps are modeled
with the arrangement representation3 from Section 3.2. The prime graph of the
arrangement is interpreted to a boundary map, that represents the boundaries
between open and occupied spaces. This interpretation is based on detecting
whether an edge of the prime graph between two faces corresponds to a physical
3 In Paper II, the arrangement model is referred to as the “subdivision” data structure,

and denoted by S = Vertices , Edges , Faces . The dual graph is referred to as the “adjacency”
graph, and denoted by A = (Nodes , Links ). Boundary map is referred to as the “abstraction
of the subdivision”, and connectivity map is referred to as the “validated adjacency graph”.
Paper III also uses the same terminology.
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(a) free-standing wall
(d) prime and dual graphs
(b) unoccupied boundary

(c) occupied boundary

(e) boundary and connectivity maps

Figure 3.15: Construction of boundary and connectivity maps from the dual
graphs of the arrangement. Figures 3.15a, 3.15b, and 3.15c show examples
where an edge corresponds to a boundary. The crops are from the map in
Figure 3.7, obtained from the Radish [Howard and Roy, 2003], and we thank
Maxim Batalin for providing this data. Figures 3.15d and 3.15e demonstrate
the process of constructing boundary and connectivity maps from the prime
and dual graphs, relying on the above-mentioned boundaries.
boundary between open and occupied spaces in the real world. This, in turn,
is based on the cell values of the underlying occupancy map. Two conditions
that imply a physical separation between open and occupied spaces can be
identiﬁed as: 1) when the cells of the occupancy map corresponding to the
edge of the prime graph are occupied, and 2) when the disparity between the
occupancy values of the neighboring faces is beyond a threshold, i.e. one face
is occupied and the other is open4 . Examples that manifest these conditions
are presented in ﬁgures 3.15a, 3.15b, and 3.15c. Afterwards, a connectivity
map is constructed from the dual graph based on the boundary map. An edge
of the dual graph is considered disconnected when it corresponds to an edge
of the prime graph representing a physical boundary, and vise versa. This
correspondence is illustrated on a toy example in Figure 3.15e, in which a
pair of boundary and connectivity maps are derived from the arrangement in
Figure 3.15d.
4 The process of interpreting the prime graph as a boundary map is conceptually related
to the arrangement pruning from Section 3.3.1. However, they differ in their approaches,
where one is based on distance transform and the other is based on the occupancy values.
Furthermore, arrangement pruning retains edges corresponding to boundaries and gateways,
while the construction of boundary map is concerned only with the boundaries.
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The connectivity map resulting from this process is a geometric-topological
representation of the open space and its connectivity. A set of templates,
predeﬁned based on the domain knowledge, are then used for semantic
annotation of the connectivity map through graph matching. These templates
are presented in ﬁgures 3.16a, 3.16b, and 3.16c. An example of this semantic
annotation approach on a real-world map of a warehouse is demonstrated
in Figure 3.16f, along with crops of its boundary and connectivity maps in
ﬁgures 3.16d and 3.16e.
The application of the arrangement model in map alignment has been
demonstrated in the previous section. This approach of semantic annotation
presents another way of interpreting the arrangement model as a pair of
boundary and connectivity maps for the semantic annotation purpose. In
addition, this method presents a fairly unique approach to pattern recognition
for semantic annotation through geometric-topological graph templates. This,
however, limits the method to speciﬁc patterns that could be represented in a
connectivity graph-style template. Another shortcoming of the graph matching
techniques is that they are often sensitive to noisy data, even to low levels,
that can inﬂuence the accuracy of the results.
Semi-Supervised Place Categorization The goal of the semantic
annotation approach of Paper III has been to reduce dependency of the
method on expert and domain knowledge. Accordingly, the map is processed
in two parallel paths, one performs a spatial abstract modeling through
decomposition5 , and the other conducts a semi-supervised place categorization.
Afterwards, the results of the two processes are integrated, where each face
of the arrangement is assigned a place category. The semantic labels of the
place categories are introduced in the ﬁnal stage of the method, the result of
which is a semantically annotated map. Semi-supervised place categorization
is done by clustering of open cells of an occupancy map, according to their
feature descriptors extracted from raycasting. Raycasting is a “simulation” of
the range sensor data from each cell, and the set of features are adopted from
previous work on supervised semantic annotation [Mozos et al., 2005]. The
result of this semi-supervised place categorization is shown in Figure 3.17.
Towards a semantic annotation of the map, semantic labels of the categories
are presented in a symbolic form by the user. Rather than mere name of cell
categories, these labels are deﬁned with their attributes and for the regions.
Table 3.1 presents examples of these semantic labels for warehouse and oﬃce
environments.
This approach shows yet another application of the arrangement model in
structuring the information and maintaining an association between sensory
data and semantic labels. On the other hand, the semi-supervised place
categorization approach liberates the method from context dependency and
5

The terminology of arrangement in Paper III is similar to that of Paper II.
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(a) T-junction template

(b) X-junction template

(d) boundary map

(c) corridor template

(e) connectivity map

(f) semantic annotation of a real-world map of a warehouse

Figure 3.16: Three templates for pattern detection from an adjacency graph
are presented along with result of applying to a real-world map. Solid lines
in templates denote valid connections in the connectivity maps. Figure 3.16e
presents a connectivity map, against which the templates are matched. The
result of semantic annotation through template matching is demonstrated in
Figure 3.16f.
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semantic map
semantic labels

semi-supervised place categorization

abstraction with subdivision

occupancy map

Figure 3.17: This ﬁgure presents the outline of the semantic annotation method
based on a semi-supervised place categorization approach.
improves its ability for generalization to other applications. On the matter of
accuracy, however, this approach falls short of previous work [Mozos et al.,
2005] with the same feature descriptors, in which classiﬁers are trained for a
supervised semantic annotation. In general, and in comparison to unsupervised
clustering methods, supervised classiﬁers are often more eﬀective in separating
the categories and consequently more accurate in identifying instances with
their corresponding classes. Nevertheless, an important objective of this work
has been to conceptualize a less context-dependent approach to semantic
annotation, which has been successfully demonstrated with examples from
two diﬀerent types of environments.
Knowledge Transfer with Map Alignment Semantics can be made
available as prior knowledge through a prior map (e.g. blueprint). The semantic
annotation approach of Paper V is based on transferring such prior knowledge
to sensor maps6 . The semantic knowledge is introduced to the sensory map
through an association between the prior map and the sensor map. Figure 3.18
illustrates the outline of this approach, where the alignment between the
6 Even though the specific example presented in Paper V transfers segmentation of regions
from the prior map, nevertheless, the gap to a semantic annotation can be filled with a set
of semantic labels as presented in Table 3.1 and Paper III.
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warehouse

oﬃce

Label
corridor (co)
junction (ju)
pallet cell (pc)
corridor (co)
junction (ju)
oﬃce (of )

Function
traversable, storage access
traversable, connection
storage
traversable , access
traversable, access
traversable, work place

Connectivity
co, ju, pc
co, ju
co
co, ju, of
co, ju, of
co, ju, of

kitchen

Table 3.1: Semantic labels, their attributes and functionalities, proposed for
warehouse and oﬃce environments.
bath
room
home
office

bed room

living room

alig
nme
nt

prior knowledge

living room

bed room

kitchen

sensor map

home office

bath room

Figure 3.18: Semantic annotation through transferring prior knowledge.
blueprint and a sensor map is employed for transferring a semantically
annotated region segmentation suggested by the blueprint.
The other semantic annotation approaches in this work, and most
other methods from the literature, take diﬀerent approaches of supervised,
unsupervised, or model-based, and rely on diﬀerent types of information such
as visual cues, topological and geometric patterns. Nevertheless, they employ
some form of pattern recognition to fulﬁll their objective, a lack of which is the
key diﬀerence between the knowledge transferring approach and those other
methods. Instead, the association between the instances of the sensory map
and their corresponding semantics is established through map alignment with
the prior map. Although the map alignment could be performed diﬀerently,
e.g. based on pattern recognition, in this work however, the map alignment is
done through region decomposition and without relying on the sensor pattern
and a recognition of it. The advantage of this approach is that it no longer
is limited to semantics, and any form of information could be communicated
between diﬀerent maps through this mechanism.

Conclusion
This work presents the study and development of developed methods for
an autonomous system for surveying new environments, with a semantically
annotated heterogeneous representation as the expected outcome. The notion
of autonomy in this work has been deﬁned as lowering methods’ dependency
on prior assumptions and to improve extensibility to new types of environment
with minimal adjustment required. The heterogeneity of the representation is
required to integrate diﬀerent interpretations of an input map, establish and
maintain associations among diﬀerent input sources, and construct a hierarchy
of abstraction through model-based representation. While the work presented
in this thesis has been carried out along those general objectives, the scope
of the work has been mainly focused on 2D maps of well-structured indoor
environments. In the rest of this chapter, we review the ﬁndings of this work in
Section 4.1.1, discuss the limitations of the proposed methods in Section 4.1.2,
and present an outline of the future work in Section 4.2.

4.1

Discussion

In this section, we review the ﬁndings and results of this thesis, followed by a
review of the limitations of these methods, and the roles of prior assumptions
in the design of the methods.

4.1.1

Review of the Findings

The most important and general observations that result from the studies of
this work could be summarized under three topics: i) handling heterogeneous
representations, ii) diﬀerent approaches to semantic annotation, and iii) the
advantages of using the arrangement model as the underlying abstract
representation. Additionally, the autonomy of perception (i.e. adaptability
and extensibility of the methods) is demonstrated by examples of semantic
annotation and measures of map alignment quality.
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Heterogeneous representations The deﬁnition of heterogeneity in this
work is three-fold; hierarchy of the representation, a hybrid of topology
and geometry, and multi-modality of information sources. Hierarchical
representations have been frequently used in the literature to maintain an
association between layers of maps and their representations (e.g. sensory,
control, topological, etc. [Kuipers, 2008]). Similar to the work of Zender et
al. [Zender et al., 2008] and Galindo et al. [Galindo et al., 2005], an abstraction
of the information through the layers is at the core of hierarchy in this work.
In this manner of hierarchical structuring, not every separate layer of map,
interpretation, or representation constitutes a new level in the hierarchy. The
levels of the hierarchy, in this sense, are used to structure and maintain the
abstraction of the information, from sensory data, through patterns and models
to conceptual notions such as semantic labels. We observe that, while the
hierarchy is a suitable structure for maintaining multi-layer representations,
the abstraction adds the extra advantage of structuring low-level information
(sensory) and associating it through abstract models with conceptual notions
(e.g. semantics). The results of this work, in line with a review of the
literature, shows the values of geometric and topological interpretations of
maps. Through the types of patterns employed by diﬀerent methods, presented
in tables 2.1 and 2.3, we have shown that very often, a hybrid of geometric
and topological patterns have been the means of region segmentation and
map alignment. This points to the value of the two types of patterns and the
added value of a hybrid representation. The representations of most of the
methods in this work have been based on the arrangement model that enables
hybrid interpretation of maps. Information from multiple sources beneﬁts the
enrichment of heterogeneous representations. The literature in robot mapping
provides solid evidences of this point, with many examples beneﬁting from
multi-sensor setup for improving the accuracy in mapping, and semantic
annotation. In this work, we show an example of using the global consistency
of a prior map for correcting the deformity of sensor maps. With another
example, we have used a map alignment to share the prior knowledge from a
prior map to sensor maps.
Semantic annotation The scope of interest in this work has been limited
to semantic annotation of places in 2D maps. Each appended paper, except
for Paper IV, entails a semantic annotation aspect with a diﬀerent approach
from the others. The semantic labels of places in Paper I are implied by the
meaning of what the models represent (i.e. pillars and corridor walls). Semantic
annotation of Paper II relies on the detection of hybrid topological-geometric
patterns expressed with graphs. In Paper III, we take a semi-supervised
place categorization approach to semantic annotation. This approach ﬁrst
distinguishes the types of places, relying on features previously used in a
supervised manner [Mozos, 2008], and then, the semantic labels are provided
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in a symbolic form by the user. With appropriate feature descriptors, this
approach has been shown to also work well with 3D maps [Magnusson et al.,
2017]. Paper V presents a fundamentally diﬀerent approach to semantic
annotation, by transferring the prior knowledge assigned to a sensor map
through map alignment. The study of semantic annotation in this work did
not intend to develop a top-performing method. Instead of this, and in order
to study the approaches, several methods of semantic annotation have been
developed and investigated. This study emphasizes on the types of information
used by the methods, and their dependencies on the environment types, the
prior assumptions, and the user inputs. The value of representation in enabling
diﬀerent interpretations has been one of the outcomes of this study. The
other outcome has been the demonstration of the feasibility of lowering the
dependencies of the methods on user inputs, such as templates and labeled
data for training classiﬁers.
Arrangement The arrangement model is an abstract model that
geometrically represents the boundaries and regions of the maps. The spatial
relation between instances of the arrangement model (e.g. neighborhood and
connectivity of regions) establishes a topological interpretation of the map.
The arrangement model has been shown to fulﬁll many roles, such as: i) an
abstract layer for connecting sensory patterns and semantic labels, ii) a hybrid
representation of the geometric and topological patterns used for semantic
annotation, and It has also been used for map alignment. Another useful
feature of the arrangement model relates to the scope of patterns. According to
literature, diﬀerent methods often deﬁne patterns from an ego-centric scope,
whether it be for map interpretation or map alignment in a multi-sensor
system. In other words, such methods interpret the data within the scope
of the sensor frame. The arrangement model presents an abstraction that
provides patterns from the global scope and beyond the sensor frame such
as the topology of the open space and the region decomposition. On the
other hand, the arrangement model maintains association between its abstract
instances and the underlying ego-centric sensory layer data such as occupancy
values and place categories of individual cells.
Autonomy Focusing on the adaptability of perception, rather than the
behavior, the notion of autonomy in this work has been deﬁned as: i) lowering
context-dependency of the methods (so that the methods are not restricted
to particular types of environments), and ii) to minimize the need for human
intervention throughout the process. One example of improving the autonomy
is the lowering of prerequisites, in terms of eﬀorts and assumptions, that
goes into the semantic annotation methods; from semantics implied by the
context-dependent models in Paper I, to graph matching in Paper II that
requires predeﬁned templates, to semi-supervised place categorization in Paper
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III that becomes independent of prior knowledge of environment type and its
semantics, ending (in this work) with transfer of prior knowledge in Paper
V. Another example of minimizing the need for user intervention is presented
in the study of map alignment quality measures. The objective of measuring
map alignment quality would be to enable the robots to detect whether an
alignment is successful and to what degree it is reliable. These ﬁndings need
further development to become an autonomous successful alignment detection,
however, some studies with promising results have been presented in Paper IV
and Paper V.

4.1.2

Limitations and Drawbacks

This section is dedicated to a review of the shortcoming of this work, both
inherited from the methodologies and due to prior assumptions. First those
general items common to the whole thesis are discussed, after which the
limitations of individual papers are enumerated.
• The absence of uncertainty modeling can be considered as the main
shortcoming of this work. This can be particularly challenging for
applications that require temporal tracking of objects with dynamic
states, or when the resulting representation is employed for a decision
making that demands a measure of certainty. However, the uncertainty
model has been absent by choice, and we speculate that the extension of
this work in order to account for the uncertainty information would not
require tremendous eﬀort.
• On real-time processing, all the methods have been developed and
implemented without considering any particular real-time applications.
Therefore, their suitability for real-time applications is not guaranteed.
• Global consistency of the maps is a crucial assumption for the validity
of the proposed representations. For instance, the arrangement model is
not a ﬁtting representation if maps are severely deformed or broken.
• Limitation to 2D maps poses another restriction on the applicability of
this work, in applications where 3D data is more suitable (e.g. object
manipulation). We argue that using the 2D arrangement model as the
underlying representation in most of the methods is the cause of this
limitation, and the approaches are not inherently limited to 2D. This
has been exempliﬁed with the 3D semi-supervised place categorization
method [Magnusson et al., 2017].
• Information fusion on the sensor frame level can beneﬁt many of the
tasks undertaken in this work. The methods of this work rely only on
a single source of information on the sensor level. This is a potential
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place for improvement, if the result of this work is desired with a higher
accuracy and a more robust performance.
• A set of ontological knowledge is a lacking element in our semantic
annotation approaches. We did not include a predeﬁned ontology, as
we intended to minimize the dependency on prior assumption and
knowledge. On the other hand, learning the ontology of a context from
data, though it is very interesting and potentially useful, it would require
extensive studies and is out of the scope of this thesis.
Each method presented in the appended papers is based on some prior
assumptions. These assumptions and the potential consequences of their
violation are listed here.
Paper I: The model that is used for representing the maps is context speciﬁc
and is not applicable to other types of environments. The model ﬁtting method
assumes a ﬁxed frequency of landmarks, and expects an extreme regularity in
the patterns for a correct modeling. These aspects of this work reduce its
generality. The number of intersection points in the parametric Hough space
increases quadratically with the number of points (landmarks), which can be
expensive and intractable for some clustering techniques such as DBSCAN
[Ester et al., 1996].
Paper II: Semantic templates of this work are represented with graphs
that are environment speciﬁc. Not all types of places (e.g. oﬃce vs. kitchen)
could be distinctly represented with graph templates. Finally graph matching
algorithms are often very sensitive to noise and cannot guarantee a robust
performance for noisy maps.
Paper III: The method employs a feature descriptor that is designed
for classiﬁcation, and does not perform as accurately in clustering. This
manually designed descriptor is also dependent on the sensor modality. A more
suitable feature descriptor could be obtained with representation learning,
which requires studies beyond the scope of this thesis.
Paper IV: The decomposition-based alignment method is based on the
assumption that the maps are composed of meaningful regions. While
this is a plausible assumption for most human built structures, it can be
violated in environments without such meaningful regions, like a maze. In
order to adapt this method to such environments, a suitable (and probably
context-dependent) deﬁnition of a region is required. In cases of partial maps
of environments with repeating patterns, there could be several possible
alignments with the same match score. This, however, would be a challenge for
any map alignment approach, unless an extra source of information is employed
to resolve the ambiguity.
Paper V: The formulation of the alignment optimization method limits
its application to maps that can provide a ﬁtness function and a point set.
A non-rigid transformation is helpful in optimizing alignments and correcting
deformed maps. However, it should be noted that the method is essentially an
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optimization process and requires the initial state to be in the vicinity of the
correct solution. Otherwise, for example if the initial alignment is completely
oﬀ or the sensor map is severely deformed (i.e. broken), the optimization would
not be able to ﬁnd the correct solution.

4.2

Outlook

Two prominent candidates for improving this work are the scalability
(map size) and computational cost for real-time applications. These two
improvements, however, depend on the implementation of this work rather
than the future work. An outlook of the future work is presented under three
categories:
• Using the result of this work in action and application: This work has
been primarily concerned with perception, and so the considerations in
design focus only on the perception and acquired knowledge. Prospective
work following this thesis must involve a projection of the acquired
knowledge into action and applications, such as path planning and
situation awareness. This would shed light on more speciﬁc requirements
and features driven by the applications to be addressed by the methods.
Integrating the contributions of this work into a uniﬁed perception,
interpretation, and action framework is another important step towards
usability of the presented results in applications.
• Improving the quality of the representation: In order to enable the
above-mentioned framework to operate in real-world, two features can
be instrumental: information fusion and uncertainty modeling. These
two features could also be beneﬁcial to the methods of this work, such as
semantic annotation and map alignment. Supporting dynamic models,
i.e. the ability to adjust the representation in a temporal or incremental
manner, is another example of desired features for some applications in
which the object states change over time.
• Extending this work beyond its scope: An interesting extension of
this work could target applications such as search and rescue or
environmental surveying (e.g. sea, forest), which goes beyond structured
environments. The suitability and feasibility of these approaches for
unstructured environments requires further research, development and
experimental evaluation. Another extension of this work concerns extra
modalities. For instance, the value of the heterogeneous representation
can beneﬁt from an extension to 3D data. We speculate that a seamless
inclusion of extra modalities, and the improvement of the autonomy of
the framework, can be achieved by representation learning and including
an ontology towards learning new concepts.
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